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Attic Treasures - The Past Re-lived
Lightning strikes explode like cannon fire
The wind howled, or was it lost comrades screaming the rebel yell?
Slowly, I climbed the attic steps with imagination at full tilt.
Were gray ghosts calling to me?
My eyes searched the attic as if scouting for "Yanks".
Why? What was drawing me to the attic during this frightful storm?
Could the screeching wind be comrades beyond the veil?
My heart seems to be attracted to Grandpap's gray army of ghosts.
A sliver of light, a metal glint, brings me back to reality.
Something is hidden beneath the attic floor.
Reaching into the darkened niche, my hand trembled.
Not in fear, cause men in gray were never afraid!
A pistol gleamed as my hand pulled it out of its hiding place.
Wait! The flashing light has caught my attention again!
The hidden object exposed is soft, cream colored and pliable.
Cavalry gloves! Searching for more booty, I find none.
Drawing on the gloves, with the pistol firmly held at the ready.
Battle visions burst forth from my mind's eye.
Do you hear the bullets whizzing nearby?
Could it have been more real than this?
Gray ghosts are galloping, galloping forward into battle.
"Old Pap" roars out the order to charge.
Gray comrades explode forth on the enemy with a horrible yell.
Grandpap, leading his men with pistol in gloved hand raised.
Removing those very same gloves and with pistol now stored.
Gray ghosts were thanked for these treasures brought forth.
Lightning crashes or cannon fire; which could it be?
Was the wind really Grandpap's men screaming their rebel yell?
Yes grandpa, Grandpap’s gray ghosts are mine now too.
My sons and grandsons will soon visit the attic of the past.
A link will be forged between Grandpap, you and us, for all eternity.
Now I know why I climbed those stairs; soon they will too!
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Chapter One
Anger Erupts at the Neighborhood Hog Butchering
A tiny blond-haired, blue-eyed boy trudged up the lane that summer of 1905 to a large white
house sitting on a tree-studded hill. As he drew nearer the house, he could see the object of his
visit. The man sitting on the porch swing was his grandfather, Joseph Guild Lewis. Most of his
grandchildren called him “Grandpap”, as did many of his friends and neighbors. The grayish
white color of his hair indicated a wisdom and experience to which people, especially his grandchildren, were naturally drawn.
Grandpap was dozing. His head rested on his chest as he dreamed of days gone by. The little
boy, Simeon English Lewis, made as much racket as he could muster in his approach to his
grandfather. He dearly loved visiting with him and was anxious to start his visit. Each visit
brought more of Grandpap’s stories to life. Tales of boyhood adventures, horse racing stories
about Old Dan, and trips to relatives all became real. Once Grandpap took Little Sim on his
knee, and began to draw the stories from the fragments of his mind the past all came into living
color. After all, Little Sim had been promised a story about ‘Grandpap’s War’.
He had been led to believe that this story would be about the War Between the States, but he
was hoping it would be much more. He had often wondered how a peaceful, loving man like his
grandfather could fight with other men; let on kill some of them. Now he was anxious to hear
that story, and Grandpap was still asleep as Sim climbed up the front steps and lovingly looked
at the sleeping form of his Grandpap. Gently, he lowered his little body onto the swing next to
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Grandpap, and as he did, Grandpap awoke with a start. Sim was a little taken back, but the fear
on his face grew into a big grin when he saw the smile of recognition on his grandfather’s face.
Grandpap welcomed his little grandson by asking for and receiving a big bear hug. He asked
his little visitor the usual amenities and could tell from the way Sim was acting that his grandson
was anxious to ask him something. So finally he asked, “Well, dadgum it, Sim, to what do I owe
the pleasure of this visit?”
Little Sim grinned and his blue eyes sparkled with delight as he responded, “Oh, Grandpap, you
know I just love to visit you any old time, but today you promised me that you would tell me about
your war. Could you tell me why you call it ‘your war?’ Wars are usually about people that hate
each other. You love everybody and everybody loves you. Men who fight in wars ain’t like that.
Why do you call this ‘your war?’
The old man put his head back against the side of the house, stroked his beard, and seemed to
think to himself a long while before answering his young visitor. Sim was ready for the story
though, and asked again, as only an excited child can. “Grandpap, please tell me why you call
this story ‘your war!’ Please, Grandpap, won’t you tell me the story? I really want to know what
happened that changed your life.”
Grandpap lowered his head and said, “Well now, I guess I did promise you a story, didn’t I, Sim?
I was just trying to clear my head after that wonderful nap caused by your Grandmother’s cooking. It’s right hard to think when your mind is still fuzzy. Have you ever felt that way, Sim?”
The little boy nodded his head so hard that his grandfather laughed at the wonder and excitement expressed in little Sim’s face. The he spoke as his grandson clung to every word that tumbled forth from his lips.
Grandpap told his grandson that he had to understand what was happening before the War
Between the States erupted. He said that he was just a young man of seventeen when the initial trouble all started. His father, Joseph Cooper Lewis, had tried to protect him and the rest of
the family from the anger and hatred that was boiling up from the depths of the souls of grown
men.
He continued his story as a far away look crossed his face. “Anger had increased across the
land in ever increasing waves. Neighbors were arguing with neighbors, friends with friends, and
brother against brother. We all knew that problems existed and that solutions would have to be
found, but we didn’t know that the anger would boil so high and so hot!”
“Summer in Missouri is always hot. The summer of 1853 was different though. The hot days
and nights were fueling the anger with an unquenchable thirst. Arguments erupted in all neighborhoods, and not one family was spared the anguish and guilt brought on by family disputes.”
“Our family wasn’t really that different from others. Dad, your great grandfather, Joseph Cooper
Lewis, had managed to keep us above the petty fights revolving around politics and morality.
Sure we argued with one another once in a while about silly things, usually. You know because
you also belong to a family. But we were able to remain friendly to all of our neighbors because
of the strength of Dad’s convictions about being peacemakers and friends to all.”
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“The summer wore on, day after hot day, and gradually our tempers started to unravel. I remember the sadness that surrounded Dad as he made every effort to keep peace. As I look back on
those days, I remember how he aged, became stooped, and in time pulled back from most of
the things he loved. I was young and just didn’t pay much mind to the changes, which were ever
so slow. I could sense a flavor of change though, and commented several times about how
rushed and hectic life seemed to be. Why heck, I could ride into the Cape several times in a day
and seemed like I did! Yes, things were changing, and not for the better either!”
“Grandpap,” Little Sim asked, “What did you do that summer?”
“Well, son, I was like most young men my age. I thought that I could do anything. I wanted to
climb the highest hill, swim the roughest river and race the fastest horse that I could. Dadgum
it, that was a lot of fun! I had a little horse that I had raised from the time it was weaned that was
faster than any horse around. When I rode Old Dan I felt like the world belonged to me. People
told me that the two of us seemed to blend together and to sort of will our spirits to whip anybody dumb enough to challenge us. That’s about the way it was, too. We were a team. I loved
that horse.”
Moisture appeared in Grandpap’s eye as his mind flitted back to the vision of his departed friend,
the horse called Old Dan.
“But Grandpap,” interrupted Little Sim, “if you were like most guys, why did you change? What
caused you to get so angry too? Sounds to me like you were having too much fun to get angry?”
Grandpap responded quickly, “That’s true, Sim, it does sound that way, and that’s the way it was.
But I did change. I’m not proud of it, but dadgum it, I did.”
Grandpap quickly looked off across the lawn, but Little Sim asked, “Why Grandpap, can you tell
me why?” Did it have something to do with your dad, Joseph Cooper Lewis?”
The wise old man answered, “No, son, I don’t know all of the things that caused the change, but
it didn’t have anything to do with Dad. I often wonder what would have happened if I had listened to him more instead of joining the madness that was sweeping across our land. I feel right
bad about that. I know it must have broken his heart. He surely did change and it was sad to
see.”
“Summer was ending, the harvest was about over, and Dad called all of his friends and neighbors together to help him do the butchering. A hog killing was a big deal back then. It was a
time for little boys, like you, to play with their friends and tease the girls, but I was also a time to
prepare for the winter. Dad planned to kill two hogs for us and two for the neighbors. The old
black kettle was cleaned and readied, and tables were made by placing long, rough boards on
saw horses. Water was hauled in by using huge barrels. Dad had us sharpen every knife, ax
and saw that we had. He was ready for some fresh meat. So was I! Hog killings were lots of
fun, and man, those chitlins were delicious! I can almost taste them right now!”
A smile of appreciation passed across the old man’s face as he continued the story that his
grandson had begged him to tell.
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“Morning came early that day. Dad roused us out before the sun came up. He sent us out to
milk, feed the chickens and do other regular chores in preparation for a day of butchering. I
remember Mom was busy that day, too. She had baked several batches of bread, and had several of the best cakes, pies and cookies prepared and ready for the neighbors. I tried to swipe
a sample, but she caught me. With a laugh, she told me to wait until noon. Ha! I remember
that my stomach wasn’t too happy with that idea. I miss Mom’s biscuits and still do, even though
your grandmother’s a great cook. Mothers always seem to cook a little better for some reason.
In Mom’s case, it was really true. She could make your mouth water just thinking about her biscuits. Those biscuits smothered in gravy were a sight to behold, but boy, oh boy, did they taste
good!”
“Most of the neighbors started gathering about half past six that morning. The Hitts, Randols,
Smiths and Bakers arrived first, ‘casue they were kin. Soon our yard looked like a big city.
People were all over the place! Most were kin folk, but all were friends… or so we thought. Little
did we know!”
Excitedly looking for some adventure in the story, Little Sim stopped his Grandpap and said,
“What do you mean, Grandpap? What happened?”
Grandpap deftly reached over and tousled Little Sim’s hair and said, “Well, you just hold your
horses, Sim Boy, and I’ll tell you. I can remember it just like it was yesterday, but I might forget
something important if you ask me too many questions. Ha!”
Grandpap continued to rub Sim’s head and tickled his little belly ever so gently as he spoke. His
mind drifted back into the past and he resumed his story.
“Dad shot four of the biggest, best hogs. Then neighbors slit the hogs’ throats from ear to ear,
and watched and waited as blood gushed onto the ground. After pretty much all of the blood
had drained out, others dragged the carcasses over to several huge barrels filled with scalding,
hot water. Then the hog bodies were dipped into the water several times. The hind legs of the
hogs were tied to either end of a single tree, which was part of a rigging harness for horses.
Then a rope was attached to the ends of the single tree. Finally the whole hog was hoisted up
off the ground by a rope and pully that was attached to the old oak tree. When the hair on the
hog could be scraped off easily, the dipping would stop. Neighbors would scrape the remaining
hair off while the hog was all trussed up and then they’d take it down, move it to one of the
makeshift tables, and start cutting. Sharp knives would skin the animal, slice the excess fat from
the meat, and prepare cuts of meat for further work. I liked this part, because I knew what was
coming next. These slabs of the hog were thrown into kettles and boiled to remove all of the fat.”
“What did they use the fat for, Grandpap?” queried Little Sim.
“Well, Sim, that fat was used for cooking, making soap, and even for making candles. Dad
always joked about using everything for those poor, old pigs except their squeal. Ha! He was
about right, too. We used everything. Nothing was wasted. We even used the guts to stuff
sausage into. It was good, too!”
“We kept tossing chunks of fat into the black kettle, started a fire under it, and stirred those
chunks of fat until the heat started melting the fat down into grease. This process was repeated until all the fat was rendered, and nothing was left except pork rinds. The rinds by themselves
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were really great to eat, but the chitlins, or pieces of pork rinds, when ground up in cornbread
were so mouth watering good that I still dream about those days!”
“Mom and the other women rang the dinner bell just about then, and we all stopped what we
were doing to eat. Fresh pork chops, sausage, hogshead cheese, biscuits, mashed potatoes,
fresh corn on the cob, green beans, blueberry cobbler, short cake and just mounds of food
adorned the table. I was ready to eat, too, ‘cause I had worked hard all morning!”
“Everything got quiet, and Dad then gave a blessing on the food, and for all our neighbors,
friends and our country. Something told me then that things just weren’t quite right, but you know
how young guys are. My belly came first!”
“After a gut buster, a bunch of the guys about my age got together and decided to have a horse
race. They all knew about Old Dan, but one of my second cousins, John, insisted that his new
horse could beat Old Dan. Well, I couldn’t let that challenge stand, so we got right down to business. You know, he beat Old Dan, but not by much, so I said, ‘best two out of three’ and then
proceeded to increase the bet. He shouldn’t have accepted, ‘cause Dan trounced him and
stomped him into the ground. Old Dan sort of looked at me with a wink and almost seemed to
say, ‘Boy, we sure hooked him, didn’t we?’
“Well, sir, John was right upset. He took the whupping, but wasn’t real happy about it. I led the
group back to where the men were talking, and got in on the tail end of some real strange talk.
Most of our neighbors were from Virginia and Kentucky, but some had been born in New York
and Indiana. All of them were talking about Bloody Kansas and all of the trouble folks up in
Northern Missouri were having. I’m here to tell you that discussion was down right hot. Hotter
than the August heat in Southeast Missouri, that’s for darn sure.”
“Dad tried to keep all the boys cooled off, but soon they divided into those for support of the
Federal Government as it was and those against the direction it was heading. At first, I followed
Dad’s lead, but then my cousin John smarted off about Old Dan, and ‘fore long, I was arguing
with the best of ‘em. Cousin John’s anger came to a boiling point. He then walked swiftly over
to Dan, pulled out a knife, and sliced through Old Dan’s throat as he yelled, “He’ll never cheat
me again!”
“That was my own cousin! I just couldn’t take that, Sim. I knocked him on his rump, grabbed a
rifle, and put Old Dan out of his misery. I was crying so hard by then that I could barely see.
John shook himself up off the ground, reached for his rifle, and was aimin’ to shoot me, so I had
to plug him before he could get me!”
“And that’s how it all started, Sim. A cousin killed my horse, and tried to kill me, too. Can you
believe that? The whole Country was so heated up and angry that family would treat each other
that way. Looking back shortly after all that, I knew why Dad was so sad looking, ‘cause he
knew that trouble was coming. It was sure was, too.”
“Everybody there knew that I shot John in self-defense, but some were still ready to lynch me.
Dad advised me to stay home for awhile until things quieted down just a bit.” Grandpap looked
sad as he told Little Sim that after that his Dad looked like a man who had just suffered a terrible beating. He was a great man who was facing a terrible challenge in those dark days just
prior to the Civil War.
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Grandpap paused quietly for a moment and then continued with the recollection saying, “Old
Abe Lincoln got himself elected as President of this country, and well, you know what broke out
after that. We had brothers fighting brothers, fathers fighting sons, and everybody fighting everybody else. It was pure ‘ol de hell! The whole country had gone crazy, and Dad had worked so
hard to keep us from being a part of it. He died not too long after the war was declared. I believe
he was too good to live in such a rotten world, but my Mom said it was because his heart was
broken. He loved our Country so much, and feared for us kids. He just couldn’t take it, I guess.”
After a long sigh from Grandpap and bit of fidgeting on the swing from Little Sim, he said, “Well,
Sim, I smell some of your Granny’s cooking. Let’s go see what we’re getting tonight. After supper I’ll tell you some more things about your old Grandpap that you don’t know, okay?”
With a shining smile that only youth bears, Little Sim said, “You bet, Grandpap. I know we are
having blackberry cobbler for dessert. I helped Grandma pick the blackberries earlier this morning. I sure am anxious to sink my teeth into some of that cobbler!”
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Chapter Two
Neighbor Against Neighbor
Grandpap and Sim were laughing and talking about how good supper was as they walked
through the screen door to settle in on the porch swing. Grandpa spoke first. He asked Sim if
he remembered the story that he had told him about Jesse James.
“Sure, Grandpap, everybody remembers Jesse James. He was the farm boy that got pushed
into being an outlaw by the railroad. I think his mother was killed by railroad bullies when she
wouldn’t sell her land to them for the railroad. After her death, Jesse and his brother Frank tried
to stay on the right side of the law, but the law didn’t protect them against the railroad. So they
started robbing trains as a way of getting back at the bad men from the railroad. That’s the Jesse
James that you’re talking about, right, Grandpap?”
“Yes, son, it is. Did you know that I got to meet Jesse? In fact, his guerilla outfit was assigned
to Price’s Army for a few engagements, and I was even able to fight with him against them, well,
dern Yankees! He really wasn’t such a bad person then. He was angry though, and that led to
his eventual downfall.”
Little Sim interrupted and said, “But Grandpap, what does Jesse James have to do with you?
Are you going to tell me how you fought along side of Jesse?”
“No, Sim, I reminded you of Jesse James because he and his brother were ordinary people
minding their own business, just like me. Jesse was pushed into being an outlaw by unscrupu7

lous, greedy railroad men. I was pushed into joining a cause that I had no real knowledge of,
nor any passion to be part of it, by an angry thoughtless act of violence against my favorite
horse.”
With a quizzical look in his eye, Sim asked, “Well, what do you mean Grandpap?”
“Well, son, if you’ll just sit down next to your ol’ Grandpap here on the swing, I’ll tell you all you
want to know, and probably a lot of what you don’t want to know!”
As Little Sim settled in next to his Grandpap, Joseph continued and said, “Remember how I told
you about my cousin John killing Old Dan? Well, I’m sure you remember how I had to fire on
John in self-defense. My father, Joseph Cooper Lewis, wanted me to move down here to
Stoddard County while tempers cooled down.”
“Well, unfortunately, the troubles didn’t stop there. You’d think that five years would be enough
time to heal old wounds wouldn’t you? That wasn’t the case with these knot heads, though!”
“By this time, Nicy and I were married, and we had a new little baby. I thought life had returned
to as it should be. But was I ever wrong.”
Grandpap drew in a sharp breath and continued saying, “Henry was still grieving over the loss
of his brother. He’d turned to drink to soothe his anger. He became especially soused one night,
because several troublemakers from back East had riled him up. They decided to visit my home
late that night. It seems they had been drinking for several days, and were in a terrible fix.
Alcohol has the same effect on some people as throwing gas on a fire. In this case, it was far
more explosive!”
Now, I want you to remember, John had tried to kill me also. I didn’t have a bad thought against
him at all before that. I sure didn’t want to kill him or any other man. Dad had always taught us
kids to turn the other cheek, but a fellow just naturally defends himself when another fellow is
trying to hurt him. Don’t you think that is right, Sim?”
With wide, somber eyes, Little Sim simply shook his head in agreement. Grandpap leaned back
in place on the swing and continued his story of many years past just like it was yesterday. “Well,
his brother Henry didn’t think kindly of me at all, especially after his friends got him drunk and
all pumped full of the anger they personally had against Southern folks. Henry was really a pretty good fellow, but booze and bad friends add up to trouble with a capital ‘T’.”
“This bunch wanted to clean my plow, but I was scared for my young family and just not real
agreeable to their plan. I tried talking them down, but they just got hotter, like idiots usually do.
At that point, they pulled out their weapons, and started waving them around in the air. Finally,
I reached down, grabbed my rifle which I kept leaning against the door frame, and drew down
on ‘em. I told them that they had frightened my wife and baby, and that I wasn’t really in much
of a mood to keep putting up with their bull. I invited them to leave or face the consequences.”
“What happened next, Grandpap?” blurted Little Sim with wonder and excitement.
“Well, I guess they liked the second choice,” returned Grandpap, “’cause one of them tried to
level his pistol at me. I plugged him square between the eyes, shot another one in the hand,
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and was ready to plug a third fellow, when they decided it wiser to turn tail and run. They even
left their dead and wounded, and all the guns.”
“It would have been downright funny if it hadn’t of been so sad a scene. I loaded the remaining
troublemakers into my old wagon, and hauled them into the sheriff’s office in Cape. I told him
what had happened. He came by to look the place over. He saw the two bullet holes near the
door, the busted whiskey jugs and the tracks of several men. He told me that I’d been lucky, or
protected by the ol’ boy upstairs. I kinda thought it was a little of both, but leaned more to the
latter out of respect. Ha!”
“I asked if he was going to press charges against me, and told me that it looked like a clear case
of self-defense to him. I sort of felt funny though. You know how you get when the hair on the
back of your neck sort of stands up, and a cool breeze seems to chill the area around your collar?”
Sim nodded that he knew a little of what Grandpap was talking about. He continued and said,
“Well, I was getting downright fretful. I figured that cowards such as Henry’s friends would gather more scum together, drink some more ‘courage’, and then try to finish off the job they started earlier. Well, I didn’t see much wisdom in waiting around for them to come back. My sweet
Nicy agreed, so we took our baby and went over to her Pappy’s house. You know where Thomas
English used to live, don’t you?”
Sim nodded slowly. This was a lot for this little boy to take in, and his eyes were wide as saucers
when he asked his grandfather what happened next.
“My father-in-law told me that I should leave Nicy and the baby with him while I searched for a
new place to live. He felt it was way too dangerous to remain in Cape Girardeau County. I
stopped by my folks place to tell Dad and Mom goodbye for the time being. Dad told me to go
down to Stoddard County. He had relatives down there, and felt as if this problem was just being
avoided and not anywhere near to being solved.”
Joseph paused for a minute, and said, “I guess that’s about how it was with our Country, too.
The Missouri Compromise and other efforts to keep the peace were just not working. Hatred
and emotions were holding sway all over America. It was a dark, ugly time to live. The hearts
of men were failing them as they turned to the Prince of Darkness himself for guidance. At least
that’s what their actions showed they were doing. All of that mess could have been avoided if
the leading men of the time, as well as simple folks, would’ve just listened to their consciences
and the Lord Jesus. Hatred, greed and an appetite for power had polluted the minds of just
about everyone, including the servants of good. Things just didn’t look too good, Sim.”
“But Grandpap, you still sounded as if you were trying to be a peaceful man. What changed your
mind to get into the War?”
“Well, Sim, several things popped up about then, but I think it’s about time for us country folks to
roost up like chickens. What do you think?”
Like most little boys, Simeon English Lewis was pretending to not be tired, when in reality he
was ready for bed. His grandfather tousled Sim’s hair again, smiled, and then hugged his little
grandson tight for a few moments before sending the little boy into his grandmother. Sim was
9

sleepy after eating all of the goodies that his grandmother had made for him a few hours earlier. He hadn’t told Grandpap that it was getting harder to hold his eyes open, but now he marveled at how he could have known how tired he really was!
As Little Sim hopped off the swing and went in through the screen door, Joseph on the other
hand, was thinking how tired he was, but for entirely different reasons. After all, he had been
through times that tried the hearts of the strongest men. Now he felt, in a strange way, a strong
compulsion to tell his grandson, Sim, all about these times. This was a daunting task, as he
sought to do so without allowing the hatred and anger to corrupt this little boy as it had engulfed
him so many years before.
His challenge was to think of a way to tell the story, teach the lessons he had learned, and then
help his grandson return fully to the peaceful ways of his own father, Joseph Cooper Lewis. He
knew that he had a ‘rough row to hoe’, but was hoping he could accomplish his work before his
time on earth had ended. He felt deep inside that his time was growing short, but desperately
wanted to finish this task. Many people in the area regarded him with respect, and felt he was
a ‘tough old bird’ because of the things he had seen and done. He wanted his precious grandson to know the reason for his thick, rough skin.
A prayer fell from his lips as he asked for help from the Lord above. He knew that he surely
needed His help in finishing the story of ‘his war.’ He wanted his grandson to remember
“Grandpap’s War,” as Little Sim called it, in the right way.
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Chapter Three
Grandpap Gets Pushed Into the War
Warm, bright sunbeams filtered through the window and engulfed the sleeping form of Little Sim.
Grandpap stood silently in the doorway of the sleeping boy’s room and smiled at the scene. He
soaked up the gentle reverie and peace that swept over him as he was privileged to witness the
innocence of his sleeping grandson framed by the natural beauty of the early morning sunrays.
He hesitated to disturb such a wonderful moment. Reluctantly prodded by adult logic, he tenderly nudged the small boy until he awoke.
Sim drowsily smiled up at his Grandpap as he swung his tiny legs over the side of the bed, and
prepared to get up. He was small for a boy approaching his ninth birthday, but like his Grandpap,
he was a wiry and tough little fellow in his own way.
Grinning from ear to ear, he said, “Isn’t this a beautiful day, Grandpap? I sure like this room. The
sun shines through the window and makes me feel warm all over. It seems like God is smiling
at me. The birds sing to me and try their best to wake me, but it sure feels good to just lie in
bed, all snug and happy.”
Grandpap smiled at the exuberance of his grandson as he responded with a big, “Yep, this sure
is a nice room, Sim. You’re right about the sunbeams. They really feel good and look even better! Are you ready for some of Grandma’s biscuits?”
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“You bet, Grandpap,” answered Sim. “I was dreaming about those biscuits. It was so real, I could
almost taste them.”
“Well, Sim, I expect you could probably smell them cooking, but I know how those biscuits play
on a fellow’s mind. Let’s go sink our teeth into some of ‘em.”
The old man and his grandson disappeared down the hall leading to the kitchen, and enjoyed
the smells of the cooking biscuits. There also was prepared some bacon, gravy and cinnamon
rolls to delight their taste buds. As they took their places at the table, they were beginning to
plan the day’s events. The outside world didn’t affect their minds as they thought of walks in the
woods, hunting expeditions for terrapins, and even finding the perfect piece of hickory wood from
which to make a mighty bow. Life was simple, warm and peaceful, even if the world around them
again was not.
During the conversation brought on around the breakfast table, Sim suddenly asked his grandfather when he was going to resume his story about his war experiences.
Grandpap, still looking at this breakfast plate, paused for a moment before responding and
asked, “Sim, how come you are so interested in such things? Most boys your age are interested in horses, running around in the out-of-doors with their buddies, and maybe even in chasing
some of the pretty girls at school.”
Grandpap stopped to smile at Sim, as he was now slightly blushing at the thought of liking girls.
Sim tried to make a face of disgust, but wasn’t having much success. Grandpap enjoyed the
moment of teasing his grandson, who was growing up rapidly as all young boys do, and then
continued his thought.
“Sim, you sure seem all fired up to know about ‘my war!’ How come?”
Sim responded with a very serious tone in his voice, “Remember how you and Uncle Major,
Uncle John Hodge and all of the other guys gathered at the store to swap stories about the war?
Those stories have always made me wonder why grown men talk about bad things like death,
wounds and shells bursting all around them as if they enjoyed talking about things like that. Why,
to hear Uncle Major, you’d think it was fun to shoot and kill Yankees!”
The old man laughed at Sim’s statement, trying to lighten the mood in the room. As he pondered his grandson’s observations, an expression of gloom crossed his face as thoughts roared
into his mind. His mood had changed to a somber, reflective, almost sad nature as he prepared
to answer his grandson. Little Sim, trying his hardest to read his grandfather’s face, could almost
see the gray ghosts of Grandpap’s war buddies pop forth from his mind through his saddened
eyes. Nevertheless, he anxiously listened as Grandpap prepared to speak.
“Sim, war is not fun. I need you to understand that right now. I have felt a real need to tell you
about this war, not because I enjoyed it, but because it was so hard on me, Uncle Major, Brother
Eli, and all the other boys that fought with me during the war. We really didn’t want to fight.
Remember when I told you how my Dad tried so hard to keep me from being influenced by the
talk and boasting of our neighbors?”
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Little Sim nodded his head. His bright blue eyes seemed to grow larger as he prepared to soak
up all of Grandpap’s words on the subject.
As he started to continue, Grandpap’s eyes misted up, and a tear slid down his weathered face
as he struggled to help his grandson understand how he felt about this tragic part of his life.
“Well, son, I wish I had listened to Dad. I would dearly love to retrace my footsteps and somehow erase all of the fighting and killing that I saw. Now, mind you this, Sim, I ain’t in no way,
shape or form apologizing for standing up for what I believe in. No, Sirree! I get plumb riled up,
still to this day, every time I think about them, them darned Yankees coming in here and telling
us how we had to live. Nobody should have to put up with that! Why, George Washington and
Tom Jefferson would turn over in their graves if we hadn’t stood up to that sort of treatment.”
Grandpap was now on a roll and he continued to teach his grandson about the sentiments of
those days past.
“Our country was founded by men who wanted freedom… freedom to think and act how they
wanted. England wanted us to be their economic and political slaves, and we couldn’t put up
with that kind of thinking. We Missourians couldn’t take it from those dern Yankees either.”
Grandpap’s face had turned a little red, and Little Sim could sense the feelings of pride, anger
and determination that Grandpap was expressing. He looked at Grandpap with a sense of wonder, which startled the old man. The anger and emotion drained from the old man’s face as
quickly as it had risen when he saw the look on Sim’s face. He reached out and drew the little
boy close and hugged him ever so gently before speaking again.
“Sim, I really don’t like wars. Mind you, though, there are times when a man has to stand up
and fight, even to death if need be, to defend his family and home. Back in the days just before
the war, there was a time when things came so fast and furious that it almost became sort of
natural. I almost enjoyed waking up and joining my buddies as we fought against men who
came from places like Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Ohio. They may have been Americans,
but they acted like foreigners to me. I guess nowadays that’s hard to understand. It doesn’t
seem to really make much sense to me as I talk about it now to you, but it sure did back then!”
Sim seized the pause in conversation to say something that had been burning in his mind nearly from the beginning of their conversations about the war.
“But Grandpap, you say that you don’t like war, and that you wanted to be more like your Dad,
and yet you tell me that you aren’t sorry for fighting. I really don’t understand. How can…”
Grandpap squeezed the little boy in his loving arms, as he interrupted his exasperated grandson’s question. With tears again flowing down his face, he started to speak.
“Sim, my Dad was a man of peace. I loved him and I wanted to be like him. I just can’t tell you
how much it hurt to become a fighter rather than a peacemaker. I can’t help but think that Dad
understood how I felt though, and I think he would’ve been proud of me. I sure hope so.”
Grandpap’s voice trembled a bit here at the thought of his father’s view of him as a man.
Satisfied in his heart that he did the best he could during those years by what his father taught
him, he continued his conversation to his grandson.
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“Killing, especially in a war against your own kin, neighbors and friends, is just plain hard. These
gray hairs on my old head were each earned, Sim. I want you to understand that I felt that I was
being pushed into being somebody that I didn’t want to have to be. Jesse James was pushed
into being an outlaw. He didn’t want to be an outlaw. He didn’t plan on being an outlaw. It just
happened as he tried to do the best he could under the circumstances to do what was best for
his family. This war was like that to me.”
Noticing the look of confusion on his grandson’s face, the old man scratched his head and
rubbed the boy’s cheek as he mused over how he could help his grandson understand. His
countenance changed from a pensive, troubled look to a relieved, hopeful expression.
“Dadburn it, Sim. I think I should just tell you the rest of the story, and maybe you’ll understand
why I did what I did as you listen. Does that sound good to you?”
Little Sim shook his head indicating the he agreed, and smiled as if to say he’d rather hear the
story anyhow.
“Well, let’s clean our plates and then help your grandma clean up after breakfast. She sure did
a great job cooking us this meal this morning, didn’t she. Then after we are done, we’ll continue our story out on the porch swing.”
Grandpap reached over to squeeze his best friend’s hand to show his love and appreciation for
her. Little Sim noticed the show of affection and respect between his grandparents, even though
he tried not to let them see he had witnessed it. He had seen this sort of thing many times before
from them. He was learning more than just one lesson about life that day.
Once they settled in on the porch swing on that beautiful Missouri summer morning, Grandpap
picked up where he had left off. He leaned back in the swing, rocking it ever so slightly, as the
gray ghosts of his past come galloping forth from his mind and into the waiting mind of his grandson.
“Sim, I tried hard to keep the peace with my neighbors. After some of them came to my house
and tried to kill me, I decided it was time to quit talking. Several of my friends and relatives were
forming state militias. They wanted to be ready to defend themselves if the federal government
tried to force our state government into doing what they wanted us to do. A lot of folks got all
riled up about slavery, but I’m here to tell you that they just used that as an excuse to justify what
they really wanted to do. I didn’t own slaves and would never want to own another human being,
but there were folks that surely did. Not just people in the South, either. People in the North did
as well. Heck, there were people in New York that owned slaves, just as surely as those in the
South did. In fact, the Northerners were those people who were the slave traders to farmers in
the South.”
“You want to know what the real problem was, Sim? Slavery introduced a feeling, a sense of
guilt, which people couldn’t deal with. Northerners brought the first slaves over for their use, then
started selling them down South where they could make more money. Greed, Sim, that’s what
started the whole blasted thing.”
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Grandpap sat and swung peacefully in the swing while he pondered on how to express these
simple, yet powerfully deep-seated emotions to his young grandson. He picked up his thought
and continued by saying, “Yep, guilt and greed fanned the flames of hatred at other people and
tried to blame them for what was happening. One thing of course led to another. You may have
heard the saying, ‘two wrongs don’t make a right?’ Well, that was definitely the case with the
Civil War. Before long, this ugly problem caused a division that split our nation from stem to
stern.”
“The slavery issue was used to fan the flames of hatred into a frenzy of violence in our great
Nation.”
The little boy seemed excited as his grandfather was finally telling him the story. He was always
anxious to hear about the war from his uncles, or the men he referred to as his uncles, even if
they weren’t his kin. But what he really wanted was to hear his Grandpap’s story because he
loved and respected him, as only a grandson can love and respect a grandfather with such an
interesting past.
The old man looked down at his grandson, and noted the apparent signs of eagerness to hear
the story of his. This caused him to let out a warm laugh, and then he proceeded to tell the story
to satisfy Sim’s interest.
“Sim, do you remember me telling you about my cousin that rounded up some of his drunken
friends, and how he visited my house with the intention of killing me?”
Sim answered, “Yes. That must’ve been real scary, huh, Grandpap?”
“It was scary, Sim. Up to that time, I really thought that I could talk to my neighbors and straighten things out, but that night changed all that kind of thinking forever. I was afraid that booze
might cause some of those old boys to kill me, or worse yet, your grandmother or our baby. I
couldn’t take that kind of fear and helplessness. That’s why I joined forces with Captain Jeffers.
I couldn’t trust many of my neighbors or the law, but I did trust men that thought like me. We
were more like family than some of our blood kin.”
“In time, I realized that a lot of my neighbors had turned into Yankees, so I sold our farm and
moved down to Stoddard County. I thought, as Dad had, the move would make everyone think
I had left the area, but they weren’t fooled. When people get all riled up, they forget personal
freedom and the rights of other people. They just wanted blood.”
“Abraham Lincoln had been elected as President of the United States. I didn’t vote for him
because he was a darn Republican, but I kinda respected him and secretly hoped he could keep
our country at peace. Hotheads from both sides soon squashed that idea though, and the country split right down the middle, just like Missouri was about to do. Most of the South voted to
leave the Union. They created a government which was nearly a mirror image of the one that
they had just left. State power or rights, were placed over the federal government. That was one
big difference. After the Confederate States of America was formed, Jeffer’s Regiment then
became part of the regular Confederate Army. Things sort of heated up after that.”
Sim quickly interjected, “Were you a foot soldier or a cavalry soldier?”
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“I was a cavalry officer, Sim. That’s the only way to fight in my mind. Walking is okay, but riding
is a whole lot more fun.”
Grandpap quickly turned his thoughts back to the story he was relating to his grandson. He was
as anxious to relate the story as Sim was to listen to it being told from his grandfather. A sense
of urgency seemed to envelop grandfather and grandson into a common need.
“We were organized into the 8th Missouri Cavalry Regiment. My brother, Eli, joined up with me
and later was elected as 1st Corporal of our unit. Several of our cousins and friends joined up
too. Our whole company was from either Cape Girardeau or Bollinger Counties.”
“Boy, that summer was hot. I guess all of our heated discussions about war must have heated
up the air, too. Our unit had moved south to join forces with General Sterling Price. I can remember marching in the hot August sun as we moved from Northwest Arkansas towards Springfield,
Missouri. We had an army of five thousand regular troops and about three thousand raw
recruits. General Price was hoping he could drive the Yankees out of Missouri, and give us back
our state, free of Yankee aggression. The general planned to attack Brigadier General Lyon, or
‘Bloody Lyon’ as he was commonly known, and his Yankees somewhere around Springfield.”
“Sim, I can still smell the horses and tasted the dust that we raised. I don’t think that I’ll ever forget any of the things that happened to me back then.”
“Grandpap, what was your job? You said you didn’t march, so what did you do?”
“Well, son, I scouted out enemy positions, tracked down deserters, secured new recruits, located food, horses, and clothing for our boys. I guess I did about the same thing as an Intelligence
Officer in today’s army, but back then they just called me a Scoutmaster. I was good at my job,
too. I had some of the best scouts that a guy could ever hope for. Those boys would do just
about anything that I asked them to do. Great guys, just great!”
“Grandpap, how did you raise food and supplies for the army? Did you buy the supplies at the
store?”
The old man laughed, as he remembered how he raised the supplies in charge of his duty.
“Dadgum it, Sim, your old Grandpap just swiped most of that stuff. We tried talking people into
giving us the corn, food and horses that we needed, but folks just didn’t cotton to giving up their
property for nothing. Most people weren’t as committed to the fight as we were. They didn’t care
much for Yanks or Rebs. We paid some of them in Confederate currency, but I think they all knew
it was worthless. I sure did! In fact, on the bills it said something to the effect that it would be
redeemable upon defeat of the Union Army. Anyway, we tried to take things from Union sympathizers, but sometimes we just had to take what we needed and let the chips fall where they
may.”
“What was a Union Sympathizer, Grandpap?”
“Well, son, those were the bad guys. They were the folks that still wanted to be a part of the
Federal Union even though it meant giving up some of their freedoms. I didn’t care much for
them folks, but I sort of felt bad about having to take their goods. We did that very thing though.
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Without food and supplies, Price’s Army would have collapsed. Some, well, I guess all of those
folks hated army scouts regardless of which side they were on, because they knew they were
going to make off with some of their property.”
“Sim, don’t you think we ought to take a break? My backside is getting sort of tender. Don’t you
need to cut some sticks so that you can increase your horse herd?”
Grandpap was referring to Sim’s practice of turning sticks into imaginary horses. Sim would
spend hour after hour running around pretending to be General Lee of JEB Stuart. Little did he
know that this practice would be passed on to his grandchildren when he would assume the role
of Grandpap. Life has a funny way of passing things from one generation to the next.
Sim responded to his grandfather by indicating that he wanted to hear the rest of the story badly,
but felt he, too, really needed to take a break for a while. The old man’s grandson deftly jumped
off the porch and swiftly ran around the side of the house, in search of building his ‘horse herd’.
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Chapter Four
The Battle of Wilson’s Creek
History rode into view in the form of a small boy pretending to be sitting astride a beautiful dappled gray stallion named Traveller. His head was crowned with a floppy black Stetson, with one
side turned up and a white feather floating in the breeze. He had a wooden pistol and sword
buckled onto his thin waist. But his favorite piece of his costume was his Grandpap’s cavalry
gloves that he actually wore in defense of Missouri and the South. A visitor would judge him to
be a boy playing at a man’s game, but the boy, Simeon English Lewis, knew that he was Robert
E. Lee and that his stick horse was really Lee’s beloved stallion Traveller. The mind can provide
a flight of the imagination of unlimited proportions, and this little fellow was exercising his mind
to its fullest potential.
He pretended to dismount, handed the imaginary reins to his aide, and climbed the steps to the
porch. He approached the old man with a smile on his face. Of course, his grandfather had
been taking in this scene of boyhood imaginations at its best with great satisfaction and delight.
Bowing at the waist, while sweeping his plumed hat from his head he said, “Robert E. Lee,
reporting as ordered, Sir.”
The old man chuckled heartily and then caught himself. In a dignified tone, he responded, “Well,
General Lee, it surely is a pleasure to see you again. By the way, have you seen my grandson?
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He was supposed to come talk to me about you and your gray-suited comrades. I guess I’ll just
have to visit with you instead of him.”
He laughed and hugged his grandson, just as the boy said, “Grandpap, its just me.” Sim really
didn’t need to say anything though, because his grandfather would have recognized him anywhere.
“Sim, my mind just flashed back to Southwest Missouri when you pretended to be Robert E. Lee
reporting as ordered. I can still remember being called into General Price’s headquarters late
one evening. Colonel Jeffers gave me the orders for the next day. I could tell that he was excited and I knew something was up. We had all figured that a battle was brewing. Soldiers have
a sixth sense about things like that. You know, a lot of fellas even knew when they were going
to die, too.”
“Grandpap, did you ever think you were going to die?”
The old man thought for a few moments and then spoke, “At times I thought that conditions were
ripe for this old man’s death, but I don’t recall ever feeling that I’d be killed. Something just reassured me that I’d make it. I always thought Dad was watching out for me. You know, sort of acting as my guardian angel. He sure had his hands full with me. I was really blessed. I can
remember charging into battle, turning to say something to a friend, and seeing his head
knocked clean off his body by an incoming shell. I saw far too many friends end their journey
on this old world in a like fashion.”
“Sometimes, I still wake up with a start just as the bullet hits in my mind. I sometimes scream
out loud, sit up in bed with a start, and sweat pours off of me as fast as rain. I don’t mind telling
you, Sim, that it is not a pleasant sight to have a nightmare. Every time that dream pops up I
seem to lose another day of my life, and I wonder why my life was spared when others around
me died in the hail of bullets that often surrounded us as we charged enemy positions. Now, as
I look at you, I understand why I was spared. My whole family would have ended in that war if
I had died like my buddies. Many of their families did end with their death. Sad, so sad.”
The old man wept softly as his mind drifted back to his war memories. Sim noticed a mist that
swirled around the old man’s head and imagined that Grandpap’s comrades were creating a
grayish dust as they rushed into his mind as he remembered the past. Sim felt sorry for his
Grandpap and somehow felt that he could get him past his pain by asking him to continue telling
the story.
“What did Colonel Jeffers tell you, Grandpap? Did he tell you about a battle about to be fought?”
“Yes, he did, Sim,” Grandpap answered, as his mind slowly left the horrible carnage of war that
he had remembered before his grandson mercifully brought him back to the present.
“Colonel Jeffers said, “Joe, there is going to be one heck of a fight around Oak Hills tomorrow,
and I don’t want you and your scouts in it. You guys are worth more to this army than being a
dead soldier. I want you to take your scouts and search the entire country over for supplies
which will be badly needed after the battle.”
“But Grandpap, I thought this was the battle of Wilson’s Creek?”
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Grandpap chuckled, “I was wondering if you would catch that. You see the Yankees call this the
battle of Wilson’s Creek. But by us Confederates it was known as Oak Hills. Well Sim, your
question took me out of my train of thought. Where were we?”
“You were telling me what Colonel Jeffers ordered you to do for the army.”
“Ah, yes. So after I was ordered to scout the land surrounding the battle, I picked the best scouts
we had in our company and left camp at 4:00 a.m. We hadn’t gone long before cannons started firing. The reports got louder and faster, and smoke hung over the area like a huge blanket.
By 10:00 a.m. the noise began to quiet down, and we knew the battle was about over.”
“What is a battle like, Grandpap?”
“Well, son, that is a hard thing to describe. Unless you have been in a battle, no description can
really help you understand the terrible, dreadful, events. There is dread that replaces the first
yells of anticipation with a pallor that chills you to the very depth of your being. A battle gives
you a rush of excitement which quickly changes to the coldest feeling that you can ever imagine.”
The old man hesitated as he remembered the battles of ‘his war,’ and Sim could sense the depth
of feelings that his Grandpap was trying to express to him.
Sim spoke, “Tell me about the battle, Grandpap. I’ll try hard to understand. Really I will!”
Grandpap could see that his grandson was anxious to learn about the battle. He realized that
this young boy was not really able to grasp much of the feelings that are associated with battle.
But despite this knowledge, Joseph knew that in time, his grandson would understand the nature
of war. He felt comforted inside that when Little Sim became a man, he would reflect on these
conversations time and time again, eventually understanding the true nature of war.
As he looked into the boyhood face of Sim he tried to imagine what he would look like as a full
grown man. A mixture of pride and happiness welled up in his heart, and a smile appeared on
his face. He also noticed the anxiousness in Sim’s eyes to hear the story continued, so
Grandpap resumed his report.
“In a little more than four hours of hard fighting, mostly at close range, nearly three thousand
men were killed and wounded and simply left on the battlefield. You couldn’t walk across the
battlefield without stepping on a man or a horse. I can still smell death, and hear the cries of
wounded and dying men. The devastation was horrible as it changed green, living country areas
into dark, shattered, bloody pools of death. I guess my first thoughts had to be, ‘How can this
be? How can man be this ignorant and inhuman?’ Then you thank God that you won and that
you’re still alive. After that you numbly wait for your instincts to take over. The whole atmosphere
of a battle is like the worst dream you have ever had mixed with the greatest thrill that you can
ever experience. Good and bad clash with such a force that you just react and hope you pick
the right direction to turn.”
“General Lyon had been killed, and the Union Army was in confusion without a leader and was
retreating toward Springfield. General Price didn’t know this, though. He thought the Yanks were
just falling back in readiness for another try. If we, my scouts and I, that is, had stayed with the
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Colonel, we could have told him what happened. Oh heck, probably not. I always felt grateful
for having been sent away from the battle that day, but I also felt guilty because we might have
found the clue about the Yanks movement as they pulled back to Springfield. Come to find out,
they were fatigued and low on ammunition from our strong attacks that morning. Plus, we had
them greatly outnumbered.
“Instead, Price missed an opportunity to attack and as a result, Missouri remained in the Union.
It’s hard to understand how some simple little act can have such huge consequences, but it can
and usually does. Don’t forget that, Sim. Life is a battle, too, and every choice you make can
prove to be a disaster if you don’t choose correctly and to your best ability.”
“Grandpap, what happened to all of the dead men and horses? Did you just leave them there?”
“No, son, we didn’t just leave them. War breeds its own standards of honor and right. Burying
the dead is one of those weird, honorable things that opposing armies use to pay tribute to each
other. Yankees and Rebs put their guns down after the battle, and walked, sometimes shoulder
to shoulder, as they picked up wounded and dying men. Graves were dug for the dead, often
under the watchful eyes of exhausted enemies. Also, in this case, farmers from the area came
forth and buried the blue and gray clad bodies in the same graves. What had been a struggle
to control the land had now turned to a struggle to bury former enemies before disease and
decay claimed the final victory over all of us.”
“Son, I need you to understand how horrible war is, and I want you to promise that you will pass
this knowledge down your grandsons. I want them to understand and never forget the horrible
price of war as well. Will you promise to do that for your old Grandpap?”
Little Sim could see the great pain expressed in Grandpap’s eyes and the terrible suffering which
wracked his entire body. Upon seeing this, he solemnly responded to his grandfather with a firm,
“Yes.”
He continued and said, “Yes, Grandpap. I will promise you that I will tell my grandsons, so that
they can tell their grandsons. We will help you win this battle.”
A terrible weight seemed to rise from the shoulders of the old warrior, and relief spread across
his face as he realized that his grandson had indeed understood the lesson. He had hoped that
this young boy would learn from the telling of this gruesome tale.
Grandpap looked at his grandson with love-filled eyes. Those eyes had beheld the horrors of
war, and now they could see the healing power of love.
“A national monument had been erected at the site of Wilson’s Creek. A wall had been built
down through the center of the battlefield. The remains of the fallen warriors of both the North
and the South were taken up and reburied. On one side lay the sleeping soldiers of North, and
on the other side lay the sleeping soldiers of the South. Across one side of the wall lay the Blue
and on the other reposed the Gray. As years went by, the wall began to crumble, and as should
have been, no effort was made to rebuild the wall which divided the choice men of a nation split
by war.”
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The old warrior paused and asked his grandson if he understood the meaning illustrated by the
crumbling wall and the desire not to rebuild the wall.
Little Sim gazed at his Grandpap, nodded his head ever so sadly and said, “Yes, Grandpap. The
broken wall tells us that the anger and hate caused by the war crumbled and died. The families
and relatives of those men did not rebuild that wall because they’d learned that we all need to
live together as best we can in peace. We’re now one nation because men on both sides sacrificed to make this land a place where one government serves the people. After the war was
fought, eventually the people in the North and the South grew together. The wall in their hearts
was gone, just the one at Wilson’s Creek. Again, I promise Grandpap, to teach my grandsons
someday this lesson you’ve taught me.”
The old man sighed and seemed to grow smaller. A great weight was rising from his shoulders.
He, as a veteran of the Great War Between the States, had witnessed the fruit of anger and
hatred and unbridled emotions. Now his grandson was learning through his eyes the only logical lesson taught by war; especially a war of brother against brother, and father against son. The
lesson learned by Little Sim was that the Civil War was totally futile and terrible, and a horrible
waste of humanity and that generation. In time, Little Sim would understand that this waste cannot be justified no matter how hard politicians of that past age, nor historians of the present, tried.
Grandpap rose from his chair, reached for the hand of his grandson and led him into the house.
As the screen door swiftly swung shut behind them, he said, “Sim, I don’t know about you, but I
sure feel empty. I think it is time for us to fill our bellies again. How about you?”
Sim looked up, allowed the serious expression on his face to change to a hopeful smile and willingly followed Grandpap into the room. Of course, this was a delightful task, as the room smelled
of fried chicken, fresh baked rolls, mashed potatoes, corn on the cob and mounds of other delicious foods. Boy that he was, he was happy.
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Chapter Five
Raid on Alton Prison of War
The screen door creaked open, as if symbolizing the start of another part of Grandpap’s War. Sim
bounced through the door, hopped up onto the porch swing and started swinging playfully.
Shortly, his grandfather emerged from within the house and sat down in his rocker. He paused a
precious moment and enjoyed the peace brought to his mind by the sound of chirping birds, the
smell of green grass and the summertime trees which were waving in the warm breeze. He
gazed out over the land and noticed the blue, blue skies of Stoddard County in Southeast
Missouri. He was very much at peace with the world on this afternoon.
Then, as if by cue, Little Sim asked, “Grandpap, will you tell me the rest of the story about your
war?”
The old man nodded his head, laughed, and accused his grandson of being a persistent little fellow. Secretly he felt glad that Sim was interested in hearing the story that would help him, Joseph
Guild Lewis, heal his wounded spirit. True, he had not been seriously wounded by bullet, sword,
or other weapons of war, but he had been wounded just the same. Now he hastened to heal that
wound.
Grandpap looked at the screen door and then at his grandson and asked, “Sim, I want you to
imagine that the screen door and the windows on our house were filled with bars, and that it is
keeping you from coming home to visit us. How would you feel about being a prisoner?”
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Sim thought for a moment, fidgeted around on the swing and then hopped up and stated,
“Dadgum it, I wouldn’t like that at all!”
The old man burst into laughter as he realized that his grandson was using one of his favorite
expressions to verbalize his feelings about being imprisoned. After a good, healthy chuckle,
Grandpap started telling the story of the Alton Prison Break.
Grandpap let his mind drift back to 1863. He began by saying, “Well Sim, we were camped out
near the old fort in Bloomfield. A rider had just delivered confirmation that several Bloomfield boys
had been sent to the horrible, disease infested Union prison of war at Alton, Illinois. Colonel
Jeffers had requested that I join him in the office of the fort for a discussion about freeing those
Bloomfield prisoners. Several plans were discussed and then discarded for being too risky or
down right dangerous.”
“I’d been thinking about those Bloomfield boys, as word of their capture had spread around the
camp. Like you, I couldn’t imagine how it would ever be pleasant to be a prisoner of war. I asked
the colonel to let me pick six of my best scouts to help me free the prisoners. Colonel Jeffers,
upon hearing my idea, laughed in pleasure at the idea of outsmarting the Yanks. He readily
agreed to me volunteering for the job, since he had me in mind for the operation anyhow. My
scouts and I rolled the challenges of the job around for several hours, and finally settled on a
detailed plan.”
“We’d captured a wagon train of Yankee uniforms, side arms, and food that was bound from Cape
to Cairo. We thought that we could dress up as Union officers and march right into the prison,
ask for our guys and leave without so much as a yawn.
Colonel Jeffers liked the idea as well. Dressed as a Union general, a colonel, two captains and
two lieutenants, we waited until dark and then left camp under cover of night. Rather than heading north through Missouri, we crossed the Mississippi, and then headed north through Illinois.
Being as we were now Yankees, we rode boldly through downstate Illinois, and arrived in Alton
without any problems. We were amused that we could stay at the best rooming houses, eat the
best food, and simply enjoy first class service – all at the expense of the dadgum Yankee government!”
Grandpap let out a hearty laugh as he recalled the deed of so many years ago.
“Grandpap, didn’t you worry about getting caught?” Sim had obviously been considering the dangerous facets of the ruse.
“Sim, we had it made. Our plan was so bold that it was foolproof. Most Confederate forays into
Illinois started from Scott City, so they wouldn’t be looking for a group of Rebs to come at them
from Cairo. By leaving at dark, their spies had not even noticed us leaving camp. We were down
right happy about our plan, so much so that our confidence enabled us to pull off the prison break
completely without fear.”
“We talked about being the Gray Ghosts of Stoddard County as we laughed and chuckled our
way to Alton. We rode into the prison area late one Friday evening. I strode into the office followed by my staff and demanded to see the post commander. I knew that he probably wasn’t
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there because spies had already informed me that it was his practice to leave the grounds for the
weekend.”
“The officer in charge was taken aback by the entrance of a general and his staff. He proceeded to fall over backwards trying to please us. We told the officer that we were on a surprise
inspection tour of the prison, and that we wanted to see the prisoners recently captured near
Bloomfield, Missouri. I went on to explain that we were planning an attack on the fort at
Bloomfield. He took us directly to their cells. Elisha Launius, one of our kin, was among the captives from Bloomfield, and was quite surprised at being delivered from his cell.”
“I don’t think I will ever forget that horrible prison. The cells were about four feet high, four feet
wide, and roughly just over six feet long with a barred door on the front. Food, whenever it was
delivered, was shoved under the door and eaten while reclining. The men were never allowed
from the cell for exercise or for natural reasons. Our group inspected the cells occupied by the
boys from Bloomfield, and asked to have the men freed and placed at attention.
The guards yanked our boys roughly from their cells, and beat them with rifle butts when they collapsed from weakness from being out of their confinement. The guards continued to kick and
beat them as they commanded our boys to line up and stand at attention. I want to tell you that
is was just about all I could do to keep from shooting them darn Yankees right where they stood.
But I controlled my emotions, and I proceeded to pull off our plan.”
“When the boys from Bloomfield finally lined up at attention we called the prison staff together
supposedly for the purpose of helping us pry information from the prisoners. The prison staff was
quite willing to assist and showed great anticipation about being asked to torture the prisoners.”
Sim asked, “What did you do next?”
“The entire prison would have been freed, except most of the prisoners were either dead or dying
from some disease. Later, we found out that the disease was smallpox, and that the entire prison
was abandoned because most of the prisoners and many of the guards were dying. We wondered why we didn’t get sick, and figured that it was because we burned our uniforms and
changed into fresh cavalry uniforms before leaving the Alton area. We wanted to cross the
Mississippi at Alton, but decided it would be best to swing south and east through Illinois and pretend to be on a recruiting drive while returning to Bloomfield. We eventually crossed the river just
above Cape, ditched our clothes, swiped fresh horses and headed south as civilians.”
Sim started laughing as he thought of the sight. He asked, “Did the Yankees ever figure out what
you had done?”
The old soldier laughed with apparent glee as he remembered the event. His face was still full of
pride and mirth as he resumed his story.
“I’ll tell you, Sim, our plan was picture perfect. Those dadgum Yankees never did catch on to our
real intent. We were already past Waterloo, Illinois when we heard that they had closed the
prison. They never bothered to mention that a prison break had taken place. I guess I’d have
kept that news to myself, too. It must have been particularly embarrassing for those Yanks
because we had imprisoned all their guards. We even made some of them sign a confession
about how they mistreated the prisoners.”
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“We’d been hearing stories alluding to how bad Confederate prisons were, and so we only
thought it fitting to spill the beans on Federal prisons. Confederate prisons were undoubtedly bad.
Our boys didn’t have enough food, blankets, or medicine, but it was shared equally with prisoner
and guard alike.”
“Yankee prisons had access to plenty of food, clothing and medicine, and they never once shared
it with their prisoners. Now I ask you Sim; which was the worse act? I still get mad when I read
stories about how bad Andersonville was, especially when I saw how the guys were treated at
Alton.”
The little boy nodded his head and the old man resumed his story.
“History books sure never mentioned anything about that horrible prison in Alton, and they never
once said anything about our successful raid, or how we got their guards to admit their evil acts.
I guess they thought we would publish the story ourselves.” The old man laughed, and then
recounted the fact that they somehow lost the guards confession when they had crossed the river
above Cape Girardeau.
Grandpap laughed again as he rose from his rocking chair and said, “Now, young man, it is time
for you to head in for some KP duty of your own.”
“But Grandpap,” Sim pleaded, “won’t you tell me one more story before you send me off to help
Grandma?”
The grandfather softened and said, “Oh, alright. I guess you have been a pretty good fellow,
haven’t you.” He reached over to tussle his grandson’s blond hair and said, “I’ll tell you one more
story before your Grandma gets your help.”
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Chapter Six
The Gray Ghost of Stoddard County
Grandpap settled back into his comfortable rocker, rocked back and forth for a time or two and
closed his eyes. Sim watched his beloved grandfather, and imagined that he could see men on
horseback with grayish uniforms dashing forth from Grandpap’s closed eyes. He knew that this
wasn’t possible, but it sure looked that way to his young mind. He patiently waited for Grandpap
to begin his story. He was sure that Grandpap had fallen asleep, so he rose from the swing and
started to leave the porch.
Grandpap opened his eyes, smiled and said, “Bet you thought that I had dozed off, didn’t you?”
Sim smiled, nodded his head and retraced his steps to the swing. “Grandpap, were you asleep?”
The old man smiled again as a strange far away look crossed his face. He looked at his grandson and opened his mouth to speak, but no sounds escaped his lips. Finally, he spoke. “Sim a
lot of gossip, rumors and just plain lies have been told about the Great War Between the States.
Why heck, I’ve even embellished a few of the stories myself. I don’t reckon that’s such a bad
thing, but my story to you has to be true, or at least it must be the truth as seen from my eyes.
It must be a representation of my feelings, and an accurate account of how this war affected me,
my friends, neighbors and even my enemies. I was trying to call up the sights, sounds and action
which led up to the Battle of Cape Girardeau.”
The old man laughed out loud.
Sim was amazed and asked his Grandpap why he was laughing.
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Grandpap stopped laughing, looked at the tiny boy in front of him, and then asked him to relate
what he had witnessed as he watched his Grandpap rocking back and forth.
Sim thought for a minute or two and abruptly responded “I thought I saw men dressed in gray
galloping on horses. They seemed to come right out of your eyes, Grandpap. I thought I was
just imagining that because I wanted to hear your story so badly, but it sure looked real.”
Grandpap nodded his head and appeared to be in deep thought. He told Sim that he had been
dreaming about his old comrades and trying to sort out what had happened so many years ago.
“Sim, it danged sure is tough to remember things the way they really were, but I am trying to tell
you the way things really happened. I wasn’t really sleeping, just thinking.”
With that explanation, Grandpap launched into his account of the Battle of Cape Girardeau.
“Colonel McNeil, the Union commander of then occupied Bloomfield, had been attempting to stir
up a fight with the Confederates for quite some time. General Marmaduke had a bold plan. He
came up out of Arkansas with 5,000 men and 10 cannons to begin the assault on Cape. But
first he had to take back the Bloomfield Fort. It wasn’t really a fort. It consisted of dirt breastworks which circled the top of a commanding hill in Bloomfield. But everybody called it a fort.
I guess it was a real stretch, though.”
“McNeil had been sending patrols out for several days and then suddenly the patrols had
stopped. One man, always the same man, had been visiting farms and towns around the
Bloomfield area. He would approach Bloomfield and then swing back toward the North. My
scouts learned that this man had been distributing leaflets along his route which indicated that
the garrisons of Cape were poorly defended and could easily be captured. Marmaduke knew
that this was not accurate information because my scouts and I, being from Cape County, had
already determined that the garrisons were quite strong.”
“One night, after visiting relatives in Cape County, I was nearly captured by a Yankee patrol. I
had just left the Hitt home and was about to mount my horse when the patrol came into sight. I
grabbed the reins and hopped up on my mount as I urged him into a full gallop. The Yanks
thought they had me dead to right. Ha! I fooled them though. I easily outdistanced them
because I knew every shortcut in Cape County. They were from up north, and just knew how to
move about the roads.”
“I suspected, and found out later, that someone had notified them that I was home. I bet they
were upset when I got away.”
Grandpap laughed again as he recalled his flight through the country.
“I could’ve got back to Bloomfield without ever seeing those boys again, but I decided to hide in
a vine encrusted overhang located on the north of the Bloomfield Road. I couldn’t keep from
laughing, quietly of course, as those dumb knotheads from Wisconsin rode by. Well, I could’ve
reached out and touched them if I had wanted to. There was too many of them for that sort of
thing, though, so I just chuckled to myself as they rode by. I waited until they were about a quarter mile down the road, and then I mounted and followed them for quite a spell. They finally
camped for the night near Advance, or Lakeville, as it was called back then. I watched until they
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were sound asleep. A good amount of time had elapsed before I snuck in and relieved them of
all their mounts.”
Grandpap almost fell out of his rocker as he laughed and laughed about his adventure.
“I would’ve loved to have seen the faces on those boys the next morning when they realized
that their horses were gone. Later, I heard that they’d reported that their horses were spooked
during a fight with some Rebels near Advance. I’m here to tell you that those guys were as big
a bunch of liars as I’ve ever seen! I guess it was easier to tell that whopper than to face up to
the anger of old McNeil though.”
“As luck would have it, this foray into Cape allowed our forces to know that the Yankee garrisons
were manned and ready for any action, but we were still curious about the actions of the lone
rider. General Marmaduke ordered me to capture the man and bring him back to Bloomfield.”
“I used the same shortcut that I had used on the Yank patrol to get ahead of the suspicious man
and waited for him near the same bluff which was just outside Dutchtown. As the rider
approached, I jumped from behind the vines, and ordered him to halt. He was probably surprised, but being a hard headed Yank from up north, he spurred his horse forward and tried to
escape. This action made it necessary to shoot his horse from under him, which I did.”
“Quickly, I mounted and rode forward to help free the hapless Yank from his fallen horse. His
saddle bags contained the names and locations of several important Confederate camps located throughout Scott and Stoddard counties. Apparently, this lone rider was a Yankee spy. I
marched him off to General Marmaduke for questioning. That Yank had a long walk back to
Bloomfield.”
“After several days of questioning and preparation, General Marmaduke came up with a great
plan. He pretended to let the Yank escape after letting him overhear supposed plans to attack
the Cape forts. The Yank spy was allowed to think that we had bought his stories about the
weakened nature of the Cape garrisons. General Marmaduke ordered two detachments of cavalry to prepare to attack two different forts in Cape. The Yank had been allowed to think that the
attack was planned for the next week, but we were going to follow him home and attack the very
same day. One outfit entered Cape by way of Bloomfield Road while the second unit circled
Cape and came in from Jackson. Each unit had taken two cannons with them. They used the
cannons to lob several shells into the fort, and then beat feet for Bloomfield. Those Yankees
poured out of their forts like a bunch of angry bees who had just had their hives attacked. It
would have been funny if it hadn’t been for those Yanks chasing us.”
“Those old boys thought they had sprung their trap on us, but they were in for a rude awakening. Our boys retreated back through country roads and fields that we knew like the back of our
hands. The Yanks almost caught us a couple of times, but we slipped through their lines and
escaped south.”
Grandpap laughed a huge belly laugh as he thought back on that night’s work as a Confederate
trooper. After several minutes, he continued his story.
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“A couple of weeks later, we heard from our friends that the Yanks had fought a terrible battle at
Cape and had driven off a superior band of Rebs after killing several hundred of them. This was
one of those cases of a lie about the war. This was the account printed in all the history books
though. We laughed when we heard about this tale because we didn’t lose one single soldier
and even brought our cannons home with us. In fact, we killed about forty Yanks at the Round
Pond Massacre, but history books never did tell that story either.”
The old man paused in thought and Little Sim asked, “What was the Round Pond Massacre
about, Grandpap?”
“Well, you just hold your horses, Sim. I was just about to get to all of that before you asked your
question. You aren’t really interested in that dull old story, are you?”
Grandpap knew full well that Little Sim was more than interested. In fact, he knew that it was an
effort for Little Sim to remain sitting still while he waited on the rest of his grandfather’s story.
Grandpap laughed, stood up, and commented that he thought he heard Grandma calling for
Sim.
Sim tried to talk his grandfather into continuing the story, but Grandpap needed a break, and
Grandma needed Sim’s help, so he finally gave in and disappeared into the house to help his
grandmother. As he passed through the screen door, he called back over his shoulder that he
was going, but wanted Grandpap to continue his story once his work was done.
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Chapter Seven
The Round Pond Massacre
Grandma asked Sim to split some wood for the cook stove. To encourage Sim, she handed him
several fresh baked oatmeal cookies and a glass of cool milk that she had brought up from the
cellar. Sim ate his cookies and drank the milk as he laughed and talked with his grandmother.
He loved her with all of his heart, but was anxious to return to his grandfather for the rest of the
story about Grandpap’s War. So he hurriedly split the wood and filled the wood box sitting beside
the stove. He made sure it was full, and was told that it would be more than enough to prepare
the supper meal.
Sim skipped down the hall toward the front porch. He pushed open the screen door and was
surprised to find that the old man wasn’t sitting in his rocking chair. He looked out across the
yard and saw his beloved grandfather walking back up the lane. He had several letters in his
hand, and it was obvious that he had just finished picking up the mail. He ran down the lane
and met his grandfather. Grandpap smiled as he saw his grandson running down the lane
toward him, with all the seemingly boundless energy of a nine-year old boy. Grandpap chuckled as he guessed that his grandson was bursting at the seams to convince him to resume his
story. The old man and the young boy walked up the lane together. Grandpap had his grandson in one arm as they walked, while holding the mail in the other. Grandma Lewis, witnessing
the scene of two of her favorite men sharing a tender moment, smiled and returned to the
kitchen to prepare supper. She knew that Grandpap’s story would whet their appetites and was
ready to feed them some of her best creations.
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“Grandpap,” Sim asked, “will you tell me about the Round Pond Massacre now? I finished getting the wood for Grandma like you asked, and now I’m ready to hear about some more of your
gray ghosts.”
“Why was the pond called the Round Pond, Grandpap?”
“Hang on now, Sim, I’ll tell you the whole story in just a minute. Do you mind if I give this mail
to Grandma first?” Sim knew that he would have to wait a little while longer, so he smiled, shook
his head, and plopped down on the swing. He was swinging rather briskly back and forth on the
porch swing humming ‘Dixie’ when Grandpap emerged from behind the squeaky screen door.
Grandpap crossed the porch and found his favorite spot in his rocker.
Grandpap collected his thoughts for a moment, and then asked Sim if he was ready to hear the
rest of the story. He flashed his grandson a sly grin because he knew that Sim was nearly
bouncing off the swing as he waited to hear his story about the Round Pond. He commenced
to tell the story straightaway.
“Sim, have you ever heard Southeast Missouri referred to as Swamp East Missouri?”
Sim nodded his head and acknowledged that he had heard this name before. Grandpap continued by saying that most of Southeast Missouri had always been swampy, or at least it had
been ever since the New Madrid Earthquake.
“The area around Alllenville had been swampy as long as I can remember. One spot just off the
Bloomfield Road was especially swampy. It was a pretty good sized spot which was almost perfectly round and filled with water. The bottom of the pond-like area was filled with sand, mud and
decayed plants which made for a sticky, almost quicksand-like mess.”
Grandpap rocked a bit in his chair and then continued by saying, “Remember how I told you
about the Yanks chasing us through the countryside after we shelled their forts? Well, we outran them dadgum Yankees easily by cutting through familiar fields and hollows on our way back
to Bloomfield. Our boys hid in the undergrowth and waited on the Yanks to catch up. Finally,
they came galloping toward us. We waited until they had passed part of our patrol, and then we
charged them from the rear while the second group charged from the front. I guess those Yanks
were scared silly, because one group of ‘em wheeled their horses and ran right into our gunfire
while the rest of the group tired to take cover in the pond.
“Horses were screaming in pain and fright as they ran into the pond. Riders were falling off rearing mounts, and curses filled the air. You’d think that men about to meet their Maker would be
less likely to use His name in vain, but these fellows didn’t seem to care, or maybe they were
simply surprised. Our first guard unit rode around the western side of the pond screaming like
a bunch of banshees. We rode down the eastern side, whooping out the Rebel Yell as we rode.
I don’t think those Yanks ever knew what hit them. One minute they were out to kill a bunch of
Rebs, and the next minute the table had been turned and they were being killed. It didn’t take
long to wipe out their whole patrol.”
“What happened when the Yankees rode into the pond? Did they drown or sink into the quicksand?” asked Sim.
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“Both,” answered Grandpap. “Those dadgum Yankees were so scared and confused that they
rode right into the middle of the pond. Some of the horses floundered quickly. Their riders either
fell or jumped from their horses and drowned trying to escape. Others were shot.”
“We embarrassed the Yanks so badly that they referred to the incident as a battle which had
resulted in a hasty rebel retreat. The truth is, it was more of a skirmish which resulted in the
death of several arrogant Yankee invaders without the loss of a single Confederate trooper of the
8th Missouri Cavalry. Our attack saved several Confederate lives, and probably a lot more
Yanks, too!”
Little Sim sat for a moment, letting the account of the skirmish sink into his brain, much like those
who sank into oblivion so many years before. Then he looked at his Grandpap and said, “Wasn’t
that pretty rough treatment of those Yanks, Grandpap?”
Grandpap considered his grandson’s question for a minute and said, “Yes, Sim, it was. But you
have to remember, they were aiming to do worse to us had they managed to catch up to us.
Besides, that was a just reward of the dadgum Northerners who came down here and ran us
away from our homes and families.”
“But Grandpap, those fellows were shot down like sheep. That wasn’t really justice, was it?”
“Probably to some people, it wasn’t. But you should remember that Bloody Lyon and his group
of Feds started this whole ruckus here in Missouri when he marched on a group of Southern
sympathizers outside of St. Louis. “Old Pap” Price was simply there to keep the peace with the
Federal Government, while trying to keep folks of Missouri free. A crowd had gathered as these
men were marched off to prison, and then they started making catcalls and even throwing debris
on the Yanks. Well, the armed Yanks responded by firing on the unarmed crowd at will. Several
innocent Missourians were killed that day, and from that day forward the war was on.
“Do you remember reading about how a group of patriots were fired on by several British Troops
in Boston? That incident, among similar other acts, eventually led to the Revolutionary War,
because British troops, while quartered in private homes, killed citizens of Boston in cold blood.
Sure, both of these events wouldn’t have happened if people hadn’t egged on the British and
later the Yanks. But, dadgum it, Sim, armed men should never fire on unarmed men. It’s just
not right.”
Sim could see that his grandfather was getting riled up again after thinking about Lyon’s mistake,
so he redirected the conversation by asking, “Grandpap, why had General Lyon ordered such a
foolish act in the first place?”
Grandpap answered, “I don’t know, Sim. I guess we will never know. Some people wanted to
spank the South so much that they used any excuse they could to provoke a response which
would justify using military force to crush the South. I think General Lyon might have just been
one of those people. I remember a statement made by Thomas Jefferson long before the War
ever started. Hang on a minute, Sim, and I’ll see if I can’t find that article.”
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Grandpap disappeared into the house and began a search for the article that he wished to share
with his grandson. After several minutes of searching he reappeared with the article and asked,
“Do you remember me saying that we Missourians felt like patriots rather than Rebels like the
Yankees wanted us to feel? Well, listen to this.”
He started to read from a yellowed paper, “The Missouri question is a mere party trick. The leaders of Federalism are taking advantage of the virtuous feeling of the people to effect a division of
parties by a geographical line; they expect that this will ensure them, on local principles, the majority they could never obtain on the principles of Federalism... The coincidence of a marked principle, moral and political, with a geographical line once conceived, would never be obliterated from
the mind; that it would be recurring on every occasion, and renewing irritations, until it would kindle such mutual and mortal hatred as to render separation preferable to eternal discord... The
people of the North went blindfolded into the snare, and followed their leaders for a while with a
zeal truly moral and laudable, until they became sensible that they were injuring instead of aiding
the real interests of the slaves that they had been used merely as tools for electioneering purposes and that trick of hypocrisy then fell as quickly as it had been got up.”
“This is Thomas Jefferson speaking here, Sim. He was one of the founders of our government,
and actually wrote most of the Declaration of Independence. He was a Southerner, a Virginian
to be exact. But you may recall from your history lessons that he had freed the slaves that he
inherited from his family, and refused to enslave any human being again. He obviously felt that
some politicians were using the slave issue to suite their own purposes. He felt, and I agree, that
the people were duped by their leaders and led into an anger-filled arena which eventually led to
the War Between the States. Now, do you understand why we felt like patriots and not rebels?
We felt like we were fighting the Revolutionary War all over again, seeking freedom from an
oppressive government. Why, Sim, if we had won that war we would have been hailed as heroes
just like Washington, Adams and Jefferson.”
Grandpap put the article away, sat down and sighed, “But we didn’t win though, we lost. As a
result, the innocence of the American dream was lost. Pride and guilt replaced cooperation and
development of freedom as the North sought to enslave people in a different form of slavery far
more degrading and damaging than any form used on any people in America before or since.
Fear was mingled with morality, truth with lies, and the result split this Nation from stem to stern.
Just like Jefferson predicted long before the War Between the States, men would rather “render
separation preferable to eternal discord”. Unity of the States was rendered a useless ideal by
Northern political forces that played on the innocent morality of Americans as a whole. Money
and power were to be gained by this geographical separation that happened to revolve around
the large slave plantations of the South, as well as the starting of each new State in the Union as
‘free’ or ‘slave’. The initial great experiment of America was slickly sacrificed to satisfy the whims
of scheming politicians and greedy businessmen. There simply is no other true explanation for
the root cause of this war. As with all wars, look to the so-called leaders who push for war, and
see how their business and political interests stand to gain. There is always money and power
up for grabs in war time. History repeated itself once again here in America during our Civil War.”
Grandpap seemed tired from his explanation, and yet justified in the defiance that he still
expressed these many years later. He grew quiet while looking out across the lawn in front of
them. For several moments the two sat in silence while Grandpap rocked soothingly back and
forth on his porch rocker. Little Sim, wise beyond his years, sat quietly until finally Grandpap
broke the silence.
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“Well, Sim, I guess I’d better finish my story. I don’t think that I’ve done such a hot job about conveying my story to you. I’m afraid that I’ve failed to help you see the need for me to relate this
story to you. What do you think about all this, Sim?”
Little Sim thought for awhile and then responded.
“Grandpap, I’ve enjoyed hearing about your efforts in the War Between the States. I know that
the killing and the fighting caused by angry men stirring up others just to make them angry as
well was not a good thing. I also know that you and other Missourians felt like you had been
forced to stand up for what you believed in. I also like the way you taught me to put aside anger
of past wrongs so that our family and friends can work towards helping America regain her way
as a country. I really don’t know which side was right. I do know that I can see the pain in your
eyes as you tell about your gray ghosts.”
“I will try to learn from the lessons that you learned as a soldier. I will try my best to be the kind
of man someday that you want me to be, a peacemaker. I promise to do my best, Grandpap!”
Little Sim popped up form the swing and jumped into the lap of the man he called Grandpap.
He hugged him tightly and grew silent as if expecting the old man to tell him more.
“Well, Sim, that’s just about the last of my stories about the war. Most of the other engagements
that I was in didn’t amount to much headway for saving Missouri. General Price was eventually driven out of Missouri into Arkansas. We in the Missouri 8th Cavalry tried several times to
drive the Yankees out, but there were just too many of them. We ended up fighting up and down
the Mississippi, all the way to Louisiana. Lieutenant Colonel Samuel Ward surrendered our
entire regiment on June 7, 1865 at Shreveport, Louisiana. I was in command of Company A,
which also included what was left of my original Company B of the 8th Missouri Cavalry. Only
thirty-six men were left in my command. So you see that death and desertion had depleted our
numbers to just a few of the original number.”
Grandpap hesitated, and then said, “My parole number was 233.”
After a quizzical look from his grandson, he replied, “Well, son, when the war was over the
Yankees called us all traitors. They said this because we had tried to secede from the Union
rather than suffer the injustices and loss of freedom that we felt was occurring prior to the war.
They beat us, and wouldn’t let us go free. I thought about going to Mexico or out west somewhere, but all the men wanted to simply surrender and go home.
“When we surrendered, we had to promise to never again fight against the Union. We also had
to turn over all our rifles, swords and other equipment. They even took my horse”, he laughed,
“but I’d swiped a whole bunch of theirs, so I guess it was only fair. Sure didn’t like walking home
though. It was a long way from Shreveport to Bloomfield. Rather than put us in prison, they
paroled us and sent us home with a pistol and what little food we had managed to find.”
“That reminds me, I do have one more story after all. Would you like to hear it, Sim?” asked
Grandpap.
He knew Sim was anxious to hear any of his stories, and was not surprised to see Sim’s head
bob up and down as he waited to hear the story.
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“While on my way home”, began Grandpap, “several of us boys came upon a big black snake
trying to eat a rat. We hadn’t eaten any meat for days. The only food we had on us was Johnny
Cakes and parched corn. We weren’t used to eating much anyhow, but we sure were hungry
for some meat. Eli and I killed the snake, and then we skinned both him and the rat. We placed
him on a spit, started a fire and roasted those critters up right proper like. We couldn’t wait to
have ourselves a great meal. Just as the meat was done, we stepped out into the brush to locate
some flat rocks to serve as plates for our feast. I bet you can’t guess what happened then?”
Sim shook his head, indicating he couldn’t think of what might have happened next in the story,
so Grandpap continued.
“We found one rock and returned to check on the meat only to find that someone or something
had swiped our meal from us. I would have killed that dadgum guy if I could have gotten my
hands on him that day!”
“My brother, Eli Cooper Lewis, my brother-in-law, Andrew J. English, and the future son-in-law
of Eli, Daniel Lape, fought together, surrendered together and walked home together. We were
a sorry looking bunch when we finally straggled home. Little Joe, my two year-old son, didn’t
recognize me and wouldn’t have anything to do with me at first. I can’t say that I blame him
much. I must have been a real picture as I was unshaven, wore a torn, dirty uniform and looked
about half-starved, thanks to the generosity of them dadgum Yankees. But I was blessed to be
counted among those who managed to make it home after the war. I lived through many physical and mental hardships, even had a bit of shot go clean through my hand during the war. But
I was alive!”
“Well, Sim, that’s the story of my war. I feel better now that you know how I felt and why I fought.
Like I said before, I really didn’t want to fight. I felt like I was pushed into a fight, and after the
fight started I just had to do my best to finish it.”
“Sim, I want you to know that I tried hard to forgive the people that pushed me into that war.
Remember how I told you about the trouble that kept showing up while I lived in Cape County?
I even had to sell that farm to escape the trouble.”
Little Sim looked into his Grandpap’s eyes and nodded to let him know that he understood the
struggle and inconvenience that it must have been to move his family and established farm.
Grandpap paused to brush away a few sour memories and said, “I moved my family to Stoddard
County, and started my life over as a citizen of this great Country of ours. I thought that peace
had come at last, but it hadn’t. Some of the same bullies that tried to kill me for killing my cousin
in self-defense followed me to Stoddard County. I was clearing brush on the farm one day when
I heard a man moving through the brush towards me.”
“My years as a scout saved my life again. This man had come to Stoddard County to bushwhack
me, but I had heard him coming before he was able to complete his evil deed. He approached
me from the side, and once he knew he was spotted, identified himself and asked if I were the
rebel known as Joe Lewis. I answered, ‘Yep, I’m indeed the Joseph Lewis who fought to free
Missouri.’ He boldly told me that he was going to kill me. He went for his pistol, but I was faster
and more accurate. When the dust settled, so to speak, I buried his worthless body and kept
his horse and rig for my troubles. I’ve never told anyone about this incident until now. I’m telling
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you because I want you to understand the anger and hatred that causes men to push other men
into war and acts that go against their good upbringing. Dad taught me to be a peacemaker. I
have tried to follow his lead, but sometimes peace must be brought by harsh actions because
of the greed and hatred of our fellow man. I hope you don’t judge me too harshly for this, Sim.”
Sim hugged his grandfather and kissed him sweetly on the cheek. Grandpap knew his war was
finally over. The sight of the small, toe-headed boy in his grandfather’s gentle arms must have
been a lovely sight to behold. One can almost imagine the smiling ghosts of Grandpap’s long
dead comrades as they rode into the family’s history with the telling of Grandpap’s War.
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Epilogue
Grandpap died on December 23, 1921. The telling of his story to his grandson lifted a terrible
burden from his shoulders. His legacy to his family was a simple story about a complex war
which helped shape the character of our great nation. He told the story of the losing side of the
war with a dignity and humbleness born under some of the most trying conditions that a man
could endure.
In 1965, Sim, now himself a man of 71 years, wrote, “I know of these things because Grandpap
took the time to tell me his story. I was able to spend a lot of time with Grandpap, because I
lived nearby. We had a special bond which bridged the generations. Until the last few months
of his life, he would always jump up and dance every time he heard the tune, ‘Dixie’. As the last
breath of life ebbed from his feeble body he said to those who stood at his bedside, ‘See that
baby?’ ”
“We asked, ‘Where, Pa?’ He answered, “At the foot of my bed.” We don’t know what his eyes
were able to behold, as our eyes were unable to perceive what he saw. As the last breath failed,
with a smile on his face, he passed away. Joseph Guild Lewis’s war was over. He passed over
to his reward.”
“We thought the vision of the baby was an indication that he was reunited with his parents, dead
comrades and his Father in Heaven. We knew and could certify that he was a good man. If any
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man deserves to be with Father, this man did! He had kept the faith. He was a peacemaker
and tried to help his fellow man. He always worked to watch over and protect his family. I
thought he was the best example of a man, other than my own father, that ever lived.”
“I remember well, as a boy of ten, how I hung around the old country store and listened to the
old soldiers tell of their experiences during that awful conflict. On each Tuesday and Thursday
around 10:00 A.M. they would gather at the old store and wait on the arrival of the bi-weekly
newspaper entitled “The Republic,” which was published in St. Louis.”
“The post office was located in one corner of the store. Sometimes they would receive a letter
from the folks back in Kentucky or Tennessee. I didn’t know where Kentucky or Tennessee was
located. They could have been on the moon, for all I knew. Yet, I loved to hear those old fellows
read their letters. Those were very interesting and exciting days for me. The old soldiers would
argue as to who had won or lost a certain battle and why. They talked about their officers and
which side really won the war. Each old soldier told a story a little larger that the other one had
told.”
“On the Union side was Uncle Tom Pry, Uncle Tom Stafford, Uncle Jimmie Jones, Uncle Houston
Dillard, and Uncle John House. Then on the Confederate side was grandfather Joseph G. Lewis,
Uncle Lawson Proffer, Uncle Gip Finley, Uncle Jonas Sitz and Uncle Wiley Deck. All of these
men were not my uncles. Back in those days we youngsters were taught to have respect for all
old people. Each of them were very special to me though, as they represented a part of history that I was particularly interested in.”
Little Sim was no longer a little boy. He was a full grown man with children of his own. His oldest daughter, Celesta Izella Lewis, married my father, Paul Hampton Harty, and Simeon English
Lewis became my Grandpap. From the time I was old enough to listen, he relayed Grandpap’s
story to me. He kept his word to his Grandpap, Joseph Guild Lewis. He told Grandpap’s story
to his grandson, and now I am telling you the same story. You must continue the story by telling
it in time to your grandsons.
My vision, blurred by the mists of the Gray Ghosts from the past, focuses on Andrew Thomas
Harty and his cousin, Jacob Hampton Harty. Do either of you have any questions about this
story? I ask the question in my mind because both of my grandsons are too young at this time
to answer any questions, let on ask questions. But in time I guess they will have questions. I
know they will because their fathers heard this story and will tell them about Grandpap’s War,
even if I cannot.
My grandpa told his story to a typewriter after he told me. I am telling my version of the story to
a computer. Andrew and Jacob (and the other grandsons now born Thomas Lee Harty, Joseph
Guild Harty and James Brownlee Harty) may relate their story to a voice-activated machine. But
the story will surely go on because of a promise made by the grandson to his beloved grandpap.
My mind is racing back through time again as I struggle to keep my promise to my Grandpap. I
knew him as Grandpa and not as Grandpap, but the heart and soul of Joseph Guild Lewis had
come to life for me through the eyes, ears and voice of this man that I called Grandpa. He wasn’t a tall man. He wasn’t overly strong and he never became rich. Yet I am rich because he loved
his family enough to tell their story to me, his grandson.
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You need to know that Joseph Guild Lewis’s story did not stop with the above revelation. He
went on to be elected sheriff of Stoddard County twice. This was partially due to the efforts of
one of the men he rescued from the Alton Prison of War, Elisha Launius. Primarily his election
occurred due to the efforts of his neighbors and friends who knew him to be a peace loving man
despite the violence that had erupted around him, forcing him to live his own private war.
His story should tell you that the actions of a just man, and even the actions of an unjust man,
affect the lives of people around them and for those in generations to come. Joseph was wise
enough and strong enough to teach his grandson this lesson. He wanted his grandson to understand the violence that he participated in was not always of his choosing, but certainly something that he was willing to face head on in the defense of his family.
As the sheriff of Stoddard County, he was sent to arrest a friend, John H. Harper. This man had
killed another friend of his, Ambrose Snider, in a fair fight on September 6, 1881. Joseph wanted justice to prevail, but the courts found his friend guilty. Somehow, his friend escaped and fled
to Tennessee. I cannot help but think that Joseph thought of how he had killed a man in selfdefense once and had been judged guilty by that man’s friends. I believe he wanted to help bring
justice home to his friend.
His friend was located, and as sheriff, he was duty bound to bring him back to Missouri. My
grandfather told me that quite a story was connected with this event as told by Joseph Guild
Lewis, to him, Simeon English Lewis. According to grandpa, Harper and Snider had quarreled
over their differences many times. However, this time they were both riding horses and met in
the middle of the road near Bloomfield. The quarrel was renewed as both dismounted and
engaged in a fight. Both men drew knives and Harper cut Snider across the stomach so severely that his intestines fell onto the ground. Harper fled from the scene and made his escape. A
neighbor came along and found Snider lying in the road. He rushed to Bloomfield, notified the
sheriff and returned with Dr. Jackson and his assistant. The doctor’s assistant it was said, fainted at the sight. Mr. Snider died before they could get him back to the doctor’s office.
Grandpa Lewis said, “The story as I heard it related on a cold morning in February in 1904 is as
follows. I was in the general store listening to the old timers as usual, when the Chief of Police
of Poplar Bluff entered the store with a deputy. He was looking for a prisoner who had escaped
jail and was supposed to be hiding out in the community. After the usual conversation about the
weather, health, etc., Grandpap related the whole story of the incident to this man. He was the
son of John Harper.” “Grandpap then told of going to Tennessee after this man’s father. They
had stopped at Charleston, Missouri after a hard ride and took a room in the local hotel. They
talked about Joseph Guild’s term of office expiring in January and about John possibly going to
prison or being hung by a mob. Since the fight had been a fair fight, they decided to help fate
determine the outcome of John’s predicament.”
Joseph said, “We talked and planned until the roosters began to crow. Time was running out so
we decided to carry out our plan. The plan of escape was to lock John’s right arm to my left arm,
but loose enough for him to wiggle free. I pretended to be in a deep sleep. He slipped his hand
free, handcuffed my arm to the bed and gagged me to prevent me yelling for help. John took
my large boots and left his smaller boots for me. Everything went as planned and he made his
escape before daylight.”
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“The clerks couldn’t raise me the next morning, and while investigating my situation, found that
I was handcuffed and gagged. By the time the shackles were filed loose, and I found a new pair
of boots, John was long gone.
Late in December of 1881, John was located in Louisiana, was arrested and held in Vicksburg,
Mississippi. As sheriff, I was duty bound to bring him back to Bloomfield where he was tried for
murder and sentenced to ten years in the pen. Shortly after his arrival, a prison break erupted
and John sided with the guards and helped to put the riot down. As a result, he was pardoned
and returned home. Later he was elected Judge of the County Court of Castor Township and
served several terms.”
We can only imagine how Chief Harper must have felt when he heard this story. Life is often full
of twists that change the lives of men forever. This was one of those cases. The moral of this
story is simple. Our actions have a consequence. Depending on how we live our lives, that consequence can affect the lives of others in a positive or a negative way. Joseph Guild Lewis tried
to be a positive influence on his friends and neighbors. I believe he succeeded.
My grandfather, Simeon English Lewis, related the stories of Grandpap’s War to me. He helped
me cut stick horses, which I rode just as he had when he was a boy. I played with the same
worn cavalry gloves of Lieutenant Joseph G. Lewis that he had used as a boy. My imagination,
much like his boyhood imagination, propelled me into the past as I pretended to be JEB Stuart,
Robert E. Lee, General Sterling Price or other notable men of the Confederacy. Years later as I
compiled a family history, I found that I was related to these men and that the circle of family was
still unbroken. I could relate to Little Sim because I spent a lot of time with him as I was growing up.
We walked in the woods, caught terrapins and carved my initials on their backs occasionally,
made whistles and flutes, stick horses, bows from hickory trees and reveled in each other’s company. I loved him as he loved Grandpap. I still do. He was my teacher, my friend and my beloved
grandfather. The eulogy expressed at Joseph Guild Lewis’s funeral said, “Today we mourn thee,
tomorrow we greet thee, farewell only for a short space of time that marks the transition from life
and death to life eternal. Goodbye and farewell for a time.” Those words could have fittingly been
spoken at Simeon English Lewis’s funeral as well.
The compilation of Grandpap’s War would not be complete without mentioning that my father,
Paul Hampton Harty, had a direct ancestor, Jacob Cossairt, who was his great-grandfather on
his Harty line. Jacob had fought on the Union side of the War Between the States. He was the
Captain of the Missouri 8th State Militia Cavalry, Companies I and K, and engaged in many of
the same activities that Joseph had participated in. In fact, the war records of his 8th Missouri
Cavalry exploits contain many of the same battles that Lieutenant Lewis also fought.
As fate would have it, neither of these men were seriously wounded, or worse, killed. Joseph
actually was wounded in the hand at some point during the war, but that is all we know about
his wound. Both men lived to raise families which resulted in my birth. Grandpap wanted his
grandson to know that war was not the answer to most problems. I would imagine that Jacob
Cossairt would have agreed with him. Both of these men lived in the same general community
and undoubtedly knew each other.
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I find it strange, and somewhat fitting, that Grandpap’s War is being related by a man who is
descended directly from a man who wore the gray of the Confederacy as well as a man who
wore the blue of the Union. It is my dear hope that finally, maybe, peace will reign as my generation learns of the futility of angry words and deeds which spark the wrath of men. Dedicated
men like Joseph and Jacob also teach that we must be true to ourselves and our convictions
while praying and listening to the guidance of our first Grandpap, our God.
I often ponder the scripture in Malachi at the very end of the Old Testament that declares, “And
he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children, and the heart of the children to their fathers,
lest I come and smite the earth with a curse.” I hope that despite the complexities that stem from
the collective heritages of the generations of men all across the world that understanding of the
message of this scripture passage will soon come. And with that understanding healing and
peace will occur.
I am happy to be descended from both of these men. Both provide me with the stability and
character that makes me a unique person. I salute my Gray family line, as well as the Blue family line. Even having said this, I must say, I still lean a little to the Gray cause, especially that of
Missouri. And I believe Grandpap would probably be happy to hear me say so.
My grandfather Simeon English Lewis was privileged to spend a great deal of time with his
beloved Grandpap. Likewise, I spent many a day with my Grandpa Lewis. World War II was just
winding down when I was a toddler. My Dad, Paul H. Harty, Sr., was wounded in a freak accident while maintaining his weapons. This wound delayed his return to Bloomfield. As a result,
I grew up under the watchful eyes of grandfather, Simeon English Lewis and grandmother, Katie
Cordelia Mason Lewis. Little Emile, their youngest child of nearly three years of age, died on
the operating table due to swallowing a coin that suffocated him. He died almost exactly two
years to the day prior to my birth.
Grandma often told me that I had been sent to dull the edge of her grief. Needless to say, I was
always indulged by my Grandma and Grandpa Lewis. A special bond always seemed to exist
between us.
My grandparents taught me a lot about Southeast Missouri, family history and rural life in general. It was a special time for me. I look to them, even now, for guidance. The example of their
reaction to life has guided and comforted me throughout my own life. I feel their influence even
as I am relating this story, and know that their lives will be an inspiration to those who come after
me.
The United States of America has prospered and waxed strong because of the dedicated families that developed the traditions that serve as the foundation of American life. I am happy and
honored to have their blood flowing through my veins. I hope you will feel much the same as I
do to be of this lineage and heritage also.
Paul Hampton Harty, Jr
Great-Great Grandson of Joseph Guild Lewis
2001
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In many ways, my link to this story is like that of ‘Little Sim’ and my Dad. The only difference is
that it was my father, Paul Hampton Harty, Jr, who told it to me and not one of my grandfathers.
In my earliest memories as a boy we always lived a goodly distance from Grandpa Harty and
other family from Southeast Missouri. I recall on various occasions as a small boy going to visit
him in Jackson, Missouri in the mid 1970’s. A few years later from this time he remarried, nearly a decade after his beloved wife, Celesta Izella Lewis passed away on 4 April 1969. He then
moved to Zalma, Missouri in Bollinger County, where his new wife, Lavern Simmers lived. She
was also single due to her first husband passing away, so they both gave each other important
companionship as only spouses can in the later years of their lives.
This little town is not far away at all from Stoddard County. I have many memories as a boy there
visiting Grandpa Harty. One of the regular traditions was a hug from Grandpa Harty upon arriving from the long trip down. There on the top step of his front porch he would give us all a hug,
one at a time, hold us tight, and scratch our cheeks with his day-old beard. Boy, they always
seemed to really scratch the skin! He would grin and let us go into the small house. I do that
same thing to my children now, and tell them that it is a hug from their Great Grandpa Harty.
They try to squirm away, giggling all the while, much as I did from Grandpa Harty!
By the time that I came to this earth, the only Lewis’ that were still living of past generations that
I really knew were Ramona Lewis Brinkopf and S.E. Lewis. Both were Celesta Izella’s younger
siblings. S.E. has since passed away, but I have fond memories of him as a young boy. I particularly marveled at his various collections that he displayed in his basement, especially his
arrowhead collections. Ramona still lives in Cape Girardeau, and I think one would be hard
pressed to find a woman who genuinely cares for people to a greater degree than she. She
hopes the best for others, and is willing to guide them so that they can help themselves to a better life. I have long ago come to respect her views on life and try to adopt them myself.
I can’t help but feel that her wisdom is largely derived from her parents, and therefore, of course
Joseph Guild Lewis.
For my own part, I feel a strong pull and desire to live and raise my family in Southeast Missouri,
particularly Stoddard County. I simply feel at home and at ease there. This may be due to the
fact that I was born in Cape Girardeau, or the many visits as a boy to Southeast Missouri and
the family that was there, or it may even be from the many discussions that I have with my Dad
regarding this branch of the family. I would say that my connection to the area really has something to do with all these reasons.
It is clear that my Dad has a special connection to his mother’s side of the family. I, too, feel a
great connection to the Lewis family. I feel their presence a bit stronger in Southeast Missouri,
especially in Stoddard County. It is almost hallowed ground to me.
It is a fond dream of mine that someday I will be able to purchase the 40 acres that we refer to
as the Lewis Farm. It is there that my Dad was born, in a log cabin that his Grandpa Lewis built
with his own two hands. On this land, he roamed the forest with his grandfather as he mentioned
above. It is here that he listened to stories from his Grandpa Lewis. Maybe he even heard the
recounting of Grandpap’s War here. Dad will have to clarify that question in his personal history. The house has since burned down, and the land is currently owned by a whole other unrelated family. Yet, I can imagine these scenes and still feel, very much, the presence of the Lewis
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clan. Indeed, many are resting in nearby cemeteries, waiting for the time to awake and return.
In fact, Joseph Guild Lewis is buried mere miles from that farm in Oak Ridge Cemetery near
Zaddock, Stoddard, Missouri.
I have visited many of the family sites with my Dad in Stoddard, Cape Girardeau, Perry and Ste.
Genevieve counties. Each time I feel as though I am a bit closer to family as I leave. A strong
reason as to why I chose to edit this book written by my Dad is simply to continue to build on
this connection to my ancestors. The first members of the Harty and Lewis families arrived in
Southeast Missouri in the early 1800’s. I was born in Cape Girardeau, Cape Girardeau, Missouri
on 21 April 1972. Including my brothers Randolph (born in Chaffee, Scott, Missouri) and Joshua
(born in Ste. Genevieve, Ste. Genevieve, Missouri) we are the last Hartys through my Dad’s
ancestry, who were born in Southeast Missouri. Of course, there are still cousins in the area,
but I feel a personal tie to that direct line across those many years as I was born in Cape
Girardeau, just as Joseph Guild Lewis. I still consider myself a Southeast Missourian, even
though I haven’t lived there since I was seven years old. And, if it is deemed appropriate here,
it is my hope that I even be put to rest there in the Bloomfield Cemetery with much of my kin. In
that way, I can be there for the great family reunion that will surely occur some day on the hill
there in Bloomfield!
The editing of the book by my Dad, largely to put it in Word format for ease of sharing, has been
an ongoing project of mine for sometime. I finally have completed that task. As my Dad always
envisioned, I have also added the original artwork to help enrich the presentation of the story a
bit, and add my little touch to Joseph’s account. Credit must be given to the anonymous artists
from where these drawings were inspired. On my own skill level, I could not have completed
these drawings without the research of the various artists done on site during the War Between
the States over 140 years ago.
Most of my drawings were based off artwork from the National Library of Congress. There are
hundreds of drawings composed during the Civil War that I was able to search online. From that
research I chose particular pieces that I could manipulate into a proper illustration to tell a bit of
the story in that particular chapter. It is my hope that these drawings aid in the story telling
process. The drawing of the city of Alton and the infamous prison was actually taken from a photograph of that very view in 1861. Other than that, all the rest of the artwork is based on the
work of other artists during the Civil War.
I must also give mention of James E. McGhee, author of Campaigning With Marmaduke:
Narratives & Roster, 8th Missouri Cavalry CSA. He was born in Stoddard County and had relatives who fought in the 8th Missouri Cavalry as well. His knowledge of Stoddard County during the Civil War is great. His book is a highly recommended read. While it doesn’t speak much
of Joseph directly, overall it is very informative. Also, his research and book helped to rekindle
my efforts in completing this work. I am not sure when I would have completed this task without his encouragement. My thanks goes out to him for his influence in completion of this work.
In addition, my younger brother Nathaniel Harty took several hours’ time to proof read the story.
So if there are further errors in the book at this point, it is his fault! In all seriousness, he performed a critical service to make the book more enjoyable to read. Thank you again, Nathaniel.
And it goes almost without saying (but not wisely so!), that my wife Bethany Winona Harty sacrificed a great deal as well to see this book through to completion. Not only did she support me
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in the precious time spent retyping, researching the artwork, producing finished drawings for the
book and so on, but she always encouraged me to do the work. Not only did she do so verbally, but at times she even lent her hand in retyping the work. Whenever I had completed another piece of artwork, she was called in to see the drawing. She would view it, give her critique
and then approval. To me, this was an all-important step in the process.
My enthusiasm to do the work was buoyed by her support to complete it. My deepest thanks
go to you, my Sweetie Pie!
I do pledge now to continue to share this story not only with my children, but their children as
well. If I live to see my great-grandchildren, they too, will I draw to my lap and share the stories
of Grandpap’s War and, more importantly, the lessons learned. I hope to take them all to as
many sites as possible where these stories occurred. They are real events, even if sometimes
embellished a bit for storytelling effect, and will come alive for them as they have for me when
visiting those places personally.
May the lessons of the War Between the States always be remembered so that those horrible
mistakes and miseries are not repeated. I promise Grandpap that I will do my part to ensure
that history does not recur in the case of the Civil War, or anything akin to it. It is my strong desire
also, as with my Dad, that the “hearts of the children be turned to their fathers” the whole world
over so that our Savior may soon return in glory. Then will there be strife and pain no more.
Then will the sacrifices of men like Joseph Guild Lewis stand appreciated and honored by all.
Brent Leander Harty
Great-Great-Great Grandson of Joseph Guild Lewis
30 October 2006
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Pictures Relating to Grandpap’s War

Joseph Guild Lewis
Grandfather of Simeon E. Lewis
2nd Lieutenant, Company B, 8th Missouri Cavalry, CSA
Paroled as 2nd Lieutenant Commanding Company A, 8th Missouri Cavalry, CSA
Approximately 55 years of Age

Andrew Jackson English
Brother-in-law of Joseph G. Lewis
Private, Company B of 8th Missouri Cavalry, CSA
Paroled as Private, Company A of 8th Missouri Cavalry, CSA
Approximately Age 24
Courtesy of James McGhee

Reunion of the 8th Missouri Cavalry
Fall 1921, Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Joseph Guild Lewis Far Left, Standing in Top Row
Courtesy of James McGhee

Parole Number 233
A Copy of Joseph G. Lewis’s Parole Papers,
Signed 7th of June, 1865 Upon His Surrender.
This Was His Parole Paper Signed By Authority of
Federal Army Under Brigadier General George L. Andrews.
He Was Able to Return Home a Free Citizen of the United States of America
After His Nearly Four Years of Service in the 8th Missouri Cavalry, Companies A & B,
Confederate States of America.

Joseph G. Lewis Home
From Left to Right:
Joseph G. Lewis, Son George L. Lewis,
Granddaughter Alma Elizabeth Lewis, Daughter-in-law, Mary E. Brewer Lewis.
This was Joseph’s House and 448 acre farm in Stoddard County
Picture is circa the mid-1890’s

Simeon English Lewis
Grandson of Joseph G. Lewis
Grandfather of Paul H. Harty, Jr.
Taken Near The Time Of His Marriage To Katie Cordelia Mason
On 19 August 1916 at the Age of Nearly 20 years
This is ‘Little Sim’ as a Young Man

Simeon English Lewis
Grandson of Joseph G. Lewis
Grandfather of Paul H. Harty, Jr.
Taken Just a Few Years After the Time When Simeon was
Passing on the Tale of Grandpap’s War to a Young Paul Harty, Jr.
Simeon is Roughly 65 Years Old in this Picture

Paul Hampton Harty, Jr
Grandson of Simeon English Lewis
High School Senior Picture
Taken in 1961 At the Age of 17
At this Time Paul is not Many Years Removed From His Summer Visits as a Young Boy
With Grandpa Lewis Hearing the Stories and Lessons of Grandpap’s War

Paul Hampton Harty, Jr
Grandson of Simeon English Lewis
Taken on Father’s Day, 2001
This Picture Was Taken Around the Time
That He Completed the Book, Grandpap’s War

Lewis Farm
Near Bloomfield, Stoddard, Missouri
View Looking West in Front of Old Home Site
Paul H. Harty, Jr Walking the Lane in Front of His Birthplace
August 2005

Standing on Harty Street
Puxico, Stoddard, Missouri
From Right to Left, Paul H. Harty, Jr;
Eldest Son Lewis F. Harty, 2nd Eldest Son Brent L. Harty.
To This Day, There are Several Harty Cousins Still Residing in Puxico,
Which is Near the Lewis Farm Site.

Jacob Cossairt Gravesite
Captain of Companies I and K, 8th Missouri State Militia Cavalry, USA
Third Great-Grandfather on the Harty Side
Cossairt Plot, Bloomfield Cemetery, Stoddard, Missouri
Brent L. Harty and Paul H. Harty, Jr

Joseph G. Lewis Gravesite
Ramona Lewis Brinkopf, Daughter of Simeon E. Lewis,
Mary Harty Holdiness, Granddaughter of Simeon E. Lewis.
Pictured at Joseph G. Lewis’s Gravesite
Oak Ridge Cemetery, Zadock, Stoddard, Missouri
30 December 2006

Confederate Soldier Monument, Stoddard County Missouri
Bloomfield Cemetery, Stoddard, Missouri
Filled With Those Men Who Sacrificed All For Missouri and the Confederacy
From Stoddard County.

Alton Prison Ruins Site, Alton, Madison, Illinois
Reading from the ‘Raid on Alton Prison’ From Grandpap’s War
To the Paul H. Harty, Jr. Grandchildren:
Rebecca, Andrew, Elizabeth, Rachel, Thomas and Jacob
Brent L. Harty Reading
March 2005

Alton Prison Ruins Site, Alton, Madison, Illinois
Remaining Wall and Stones at the Alton Prison Site

Honoring the Missouri Battle Flag
Taken to Honor the Memory of Joseph G. Lewis,
Who Fought to Preserve Missouri’s Statehood Rights.
Also Know as “The Sterling Price Flag”
Brent L. Harty, Joseph G. Harty, Nathaniel Joseph Harty, Thomas L. Harty
at a Civil War Re-enactment on 22 October 2006

Preserving the Memory of Our Family Civil War Veterans
In Honor of the Civil War Veterans in Our Family, Particularly Joseph G. Lewis,
We Have Taken Up as a Family Hobby, Civil War Re-enacting.
Taken on 21 October 2006.
Front Row, Left to Right; Thomas Lee Harty, Jacob Hampton Harty,
Joseph Guild Harty, Emeline Melissa Harty
Back Row, Left to Right; James Brownlee Harty, Bethany Winona Harty,
Brent Leander Harty

The printing of this book was made possible by the skills and generosity of Frank Kriegseis, of Burbank, Illinois. My
warmest gratitude goes out to him for bringing the dream of printing Grandpap's War to reality. Without his efforts,
the often prohibitive cost of printing books would have denied this dream for several years. Thank you, Frank, for
your part in delivering the promise made to Joseph G. Lewis by his grandson so many years ago to continue to be
made good upon for many years to come.

